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SHOW BIZ: Participants in

Students mix
books, marriage

Garfield X
and Arlene
Bright arefriends
before
lovers.

seminar offer insight on the entertainment industry. A5

THE CHAMPS: The Bison are

games with each other. For example, we have 'I Love Garfield
Day.' I make a special dinner and
dessert with his favorite kind of
food, and I put on some jazz."
Garfield added, ''We also call
each other during the day just to
see how the other is doing."
A number of factors attracted
the Brights tO each other.
Garfield said, ''I like the fact
that she is pretty, but we can also
hang out and do things together.
She can be a friend and girlfriend.
She is not just a pretty face. I can
really just be me.''

By Lisa Baucom

on a seven-game
winning streak. Bl

Hilltop Staff Writer

Do you believe it is possible to
---r=7=~------;;;:;;i. be with one person until death do

SPEAK

UP:

The Martin Luther
King Forensics Jr.
Society works past
inactivity to pre-~sent what "B'lack
Ballard
is ... " A3

you part?'' Behind these words lies

a concept that brings fear to some
undergraduates: commitment.

Darnell 2X
and Michelle
Dinkins
enjoy
growing
together.

According to three couples that
attend Howard, however, commitment is a part of their everyday

lifestyle - these three couples are
married.
After dating for two years,
Garfield X Bright and his wife

Arlene were wed on Oct. 22, 1990,
and they say they have been grow-

LOVE THOUGHTS:

,The
Hilltop Editorial Board presents
some thoughts on th is special day

ing
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK:
"The kind of unity I \Vould want to
see among black Americans would at
least produce a huge WHY when some
gentle oppression talked convincingly
about pacifism and nonviolence."
I

'

I

I
I
I
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-Imamu Amiri Baraka

The Last Days of the American
Empire
·

,

in their relationship

Please see Bells, page A3

Garfield, 22, is a senior major-

ing in political science, but is cur- WEDDING BELLS & BOOKS
rently taking time off to pursue his
musical talents. Arlene Bright, 20,
is a sophomore majoring in How many Undergraduates
hotel/motel management, but is are reg~tered as married
in 1990-91 ? •
not currently enrolled.
To keep their relationship '
stro ng , Arlene said, '' We play
119 Undergraduate

'

A4

st~onger

ever since.

Donald
and Beatrice
Jean share a
mutual
respect.

A4
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Edible gifts provide
cheap~r alternative '".
By Otesa Middleton
Hilltop Staff Writer

While sometimes anticipated by couples
and dreaded by singleS>; Feb.14, has arrived
once agai n. Like many holidays ,
Valentine's Day is so commercialized that
those with a lack of funds have trouble celebrating.
Flowers and candy, the traditional gifts
can be too costly for the average college student. However, it 's the thought ·that counts.
So innovative gift givers can give from the
heart without emptying the wallet.
If there is a possibility of you seeing your
Valentine this morning, a breakfast treat
may be appropriate. Pancakes flavored with
his or her favorite.. fruit are simple to make.
Using instant panc.ake mix, follow rhe package directions and add approximately one
teaspoon of chopped frozen or fresh fruit to
each pancake. Then, while cooking shape

them as desired by using a spoon.
Vanilla, ginger, cinnamon, coconut or
chocolate (cocoa or a candy bar) can be
used if the lucky person will not appreciate
chunks of fruit.
If you are a microwave gourmet cook,
dazzle your love with a big hean shaped
brownie. First prepare the microwave
brownie mix just as the directions indicate.
While the masterpiece is cooking, clM'\.a
heart shape in some clean notebook paper.
After cooking, instead of cutting the brOwnie into small cubes, lay the paper bean on it
and cut out a hean using notebook paper as
a stencil.
These can be topped with icing or ice
cream with candy. The same instructions
work for diicrowave cakes.
For Valentines that cannot afford the
extra calories, give gifts that are not as fattening. Once again, fruit may come to the

472 Graduate I ·

Professionals' are
married.
4.81'/, of the Howard
student body in 1990-91
were registered as being
married.
/

By ASKHARI jQhnson
. Hilltop Staff Writer

As ne~·s of writer Alex Haley 's
death Monday spread across campus,' two Universjty department s
united to prepare a special scree'nil).g in honor of the well known
author of The Autobiography of
Malcolm X.
On Monday evening, students
gathered in tlte Undergraduate
Library Lecture Room to listen to
Chdrles Metze. II , vi sit-ing professor I in the Africa11 Ame ri ca n
Studies Department, speak abou t
. his ]ment.gr, Haley, an d watch
''Roots: the Saga of an American
Family."
The event was co-spo11sored by
the Howard University Libraries
; and the African American Studies
Department. Parts of. the movie
were shown <tl l of th is week.
Tonight the final portion will be
shown in the Unde rgraduate
Library Lecture Room at 5 pm.
Metze reminded students that
Haley tried to erase all the negative
images about Africa and Africans
and that no one freel y gave up the
lives of themselves or the lives of
their children.

According to Metze , Hale y
said, ''The greates1 problem for
African Americans today is loss of
fao1il y." Metze further discussed
the import ance of th~ extended
family and said, '' If we had love
thCre would be no more drive-by
4
shootil)gs."
Metze asked how many st udents were willing to dedicate their
lives to helping those less fortunate
than themselves, everyone in the
room rai sed her/hi s hand. The
visiting professor from University
of South Caroli na said that students should make a commitment
to education, history and knowledge of self in Alex Haley 's honor.
Metze shared with students the
impact Haley h'ad Qn his life, saying that after Roots was published,
he went IQ Africa in search of his
family, and met his wife there.
In an interview before his death,
Hal ey said, '' You can never
enslave someone who knows who
he is ... In all of us there is a
hunger, marrow-deep, to know our
heritage {and] to know where we
have come from. Without thi s
enriching knowledge, th-ere is a

Please see Haley, page AS
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Hilltop Staff Writers

· Al approximately 9:50
a·;m. Wednesday, some residents of Meridian Hill Hall
were awakened by a fire on
the seventh floor of the building\ located at 16th and
Euc id Streets, N.W.,.
Although the exact cause

of the tire has not been deter·m ined , dorm administrators

believe that an electrical
overload may have been the
cause of the trouble.

The

Rev.

Nathaniel

Thomas, residence hall counsel o r
in
Meridian ,

said,"Although it is possible
that the fault lies with no one,
students that may be cooking
have to take measure to fol-

low the rules."
A subsequent room search
produced many illegal cooking items in the dormitory.
"This may not have been the
case with the young lady in
question,'' Thomas said.
The resident of the room

792 .where the fire occured,
Andrea Wilson, met with

Thomas Wednesday to talk
about the cause of tli~fire,

which along with smoke and
water destroyed nearly every-

tear down the doors to all
three rooms.

"Th.e fire
Source: Annual Report 1990-91
Division ol Student Affairs Vice President of Enrollment
Manager.

•

department

arrived in record time. By the
time I made it downstairs ,
they were already here,'' said

Shawnda Kilpatricx , the
occupant of room 793, one of
the
rooms
damaged.
Kilpatrick is ih the process of
moving to a new room, as are
the other studCnts involved.

Some students suggested
that the University needs to
investigate the wiring of the

building to determine how
such incidents might be pre1vented in the future .
" If Howard would stop

•

being so cheap, none of this

would probably would have
ever happened ,'' said Alicia

Sayas. a student who works
at the Meridian Hill fro nt
desk.

.

Rev, David Perrin, Church of the Great Commission, gears his topics for men only.

ASSC forum promotes black male development
By Raquel Signorile and
Margrethe Deveaux
Hilltop Staff Writers

As part of te am of a ''team,"
approximately 300 young boys
from area D.C. junior high.schools
recevied a pep talk from the Rev.
Je ssie Jackson as he was the
keynote speaker for ''From Boys to
Men ... A Call for Leadership.''

by automatically assuming that the
other team would win because they
were closer to the goal or they
could take the attitude that the
other team may be bigger, but they
are faster.
According to Charvis CampbelCarter, executive vice-president for
the college's student council, these
young men were chosen to attend

Part of the annual College of
Ans and Sciences Week celebra·
tion, Jackson compared the life of
the D.C. youths to that of a basketball game. That they were on the
team with all of the little people
and everyone else was considered
to be the bigger team. .
.
Giving them a choice, he .said
they could do on e of two things:
they could try not to win the game

Please see Boys page AS
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had filled the ;eventh floor
hall, tore down the walls in
two adjacent rooms. The firemen also used hacksaws lo

•
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trol the fire and smoke that
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---me

Dozier

Firefighters, eager to con-

'

Howard COll\lllemorates
the life of Alex Haley

By Lisa Blevins and Damon

thing in the room .

Please see Gifts, page A3
'

Students are married.

Three rooms
damaged
in Meridian
Hill Fire
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Howard University
Division of
Student Affairs
Office of
Residence Life

in university residence halls

1992 - 1993

\
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QUALIFICATIONS: Undergraduate Sophomore, Junior, Senior'
2.5 GPA average: Residence Hall occupant for a "minimum of one
academic year, a record of active participation and positiv~ leadership
in hall programs and activities.
· 6

•

'

RESPONSIBILITl_ES: R. A.'s work under the st1pervision of Residence Hall Counselors, work a minimum of ten (10) hours per week,
assist with hall openings and closings, work with 40 to 60 students
occupying a corrido.r, assist with hall programs and ~ctivities, attend all
meetings called by the Counselors, assist with administrative responsibilities.
•

•

•

;

11

'

a

EMPLOYMENT: Is for one year and includes taxable stipend of
"
$750.00, paid in monthly i,nstallments plus fr,ee room rent for the
academic year. Reappointment for a second year is possible, but
requires a new application.

,.

'

(

I

,

·

1

,
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,

Secure
application
from
.
I'
•
Residence Hall Office,
complete and submit to the:
Office of Residence Life
2401· 4th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 200 9
On or before FPhr1 '8!'V 21. 19.. 2

We Need
•
Good People Interested in
Self Developme.nt and
Helping Others
'

'

AEV.9'
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Dinner feeds the mind
By Tasha Halley

advantage of education.," Llewellyn

Hilltop Staff Writer

said.

For months on end, 1!1c Howard
University
Small
Busine ss
Development Center (HUSBDC)
has been gearing up to 'celebrate its
7tJ~ Annual ''Sa lut e 10 Blacks ir1
Bfl s.in ess'' Conference titled.
··Entrepreneurship: The Road to
Economic Success."' On Friday. the
wtek's events culmina1cd with an
1
ards dinner.
The $65-a-p late dinner boasted
so e of the top black entrepreneurs
fr~m around the nation. including J.
Bruce Llewellyn. chairman and CEO
of iPhiladelphia Coca-Cola Bottling
Company. and Robert Johr1son. president of Bl ack Entertainment
Television (BEJ), as keynote speakers in the Armour J. Ballroom ..
, ngela Stribling. co-host of
B T's ''Screen Scene," served as the
mi tress of ceremonies.
'In the road to economic success.
too many youngsters are no1 taking

a]

Llewellyn urged that st11dcn1s be
c11couraged to begin their own businesses and not waste tin1e and energy on things unimportant.
Following Llewel lyn's address,
lie and Nar1cy Flake, director of tl1e
HUSBDC. presented the student

er11repreneur awards to Ren:1ta and
Regina Henderson of ··campus
Collections'' and Eric W. Trapp of
''Dy11;1sty Cateri11g.··
Aw11rds were also given on 11
n:1tional and local level lo recogniz~
thrivin!! black businesses and business i'rso11s. On the national level.
Jar11es ''Ji1n1ny Jam'' Harris and
Terry

Lewi s of ''Fl)1 te Tir11e

Productions·· \.•.'ere honored (:1ccepted by Sheila Eldridge): Peter C.B.
Bynoe. Esq. of Telema1. Limited. is
the .only black 10 hold a co111rolling
interest in a 111ajor league sports
fra11cl1ise ir1 Ar11erica (tl1e Denver
Nugget s) : and Leatrice B.
McKissack. CEO of McKissack and

Undergrads strike romantic balance

McKissack Architects, the nation 's
olde&l black architectural finn.
Local honorees included Tom
Ma ck, president of Landmark
Seivices Tounnobile, the larges! per
capita sightseeing company in the
nations capital; Wil Andrews, CEO
of Andrews Reproduction Center,
Inc.. a printing, design and graphics
production finn; and Lillian Handy,
president and CEO of TRESP &
Associates, an infonnation and technology managen1ent firm that has
been listed 11s one of the nation's 100
fastest growing companies.
,
Robert L. Johnson, president · of
Black Entertainment Television
(BET) was the final keynote speaker
of the night. Johnson outlined the
many accomplishments of BET, the
011ly black-owned company on the,
New York Stock Exchange.
··11·s very good to see AfricanAmericans taking advantage of free
enterprise and hiring their own people,'' said Martin Smith, a seni or
majoring in legal communications.

forensics society pays tribute
I

By Maisha Adams
Hilltop Staff Writer

•

Ir keeping with the African-American oral tradition,

the Martin Luther King. Jr. (MLK) Forensics Society is
hosting '"B lack Is... a poetic experience·· in the Annour
J. Blackbum University Center Auditoriurn on tonight at
8 pm and tomorrow at 6 pm.
The MLK Performa11ce Group, \vl1icl1 includes speech
and debate team members. has been· <1 n1ains1ay on
Howard's campus. The group ha s 1101 alway s been
active, however. according to Toni Black1nan. this year's
coach.
''One of the reasons for this ye;tr's progran1 ls 10
recruit new talent." Blackman sa id. ··we want new
blood to develop a strong team.''
Candace Kelley. public relation s director for MLK .
believes that programs like the one being prcse11ted thi ~
weekend maintains. as well as develops interest in 1t1c
oral tradition.
'' It's important to keep black poets <tli,1e for the
African-American community. Our productions lry to
keep African-American voices alive:· Kelley said.
Blackman said that this year MLK h:1s ""dug deep 10
find literature that people haven ·1 he:1r' t before:· ·r11e
performance will feature tl1e ,.,,orks of 1l1e Soledad Pri sor1

photo by Mlchael Harris

Dawna Ballard, MLK team member; personifies words through her expressiogs.
Poets. H<tki Madhabuti. and sonic original pieces'. In 1he
spirit of V11lcntine" s Da)'. poen1 s on 11ov. to love the
black wo111:1r1 and the blc1ck 111an will be featured.
1

-
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liked the way he !Donald) carried there for me. Whatever he puts his
himself. He had a sense of si ncerity mind to, he does it.''
relationship ever since.
He was patient and see med to
Darnell, a 1991 alumnus of the
Arlene was initially attracted to soothe my problems. We also had School of Communications, told
Garfield for simi lar reasons.
long conversations about life. and his reasons for being attracted to
''I liked him for sort of the same he was also concerned about people Michelle. ''I was attracted to her
th ings. He was handsome. He and the society in which we live."
sm il e. and she was pleasant to be
wrote poetry - st ill wate rs run
Donald, 22, a junior majoring in around. I.could be myself around
deep,'' she said. '' He was a friend accou nting , in turn said that her:," he said.
and we fell in step with each other. Beatrice is ''independent, a very
The 23-year-old added, ••fi nd
We complement each other.''
committed student, and depends on God fi rst in your life and everything
else wil l fall into place.:·
To const ruct a successful rela~ God. This makes her different."
tionship, Garfie ld said. ''It takes a
To those who haven't met that
When asked what they do to
lot to get out of the men1ality of someone , they agreed. '' Man and keep the relation ship going, the
.pride. If you forego your insecuri- woman have ideas separately ,' but Dinkins said, '' We keep the relaties, you will make the relationship together, through spi ritual intet:... tionsh ip happy. We look for the
grow stronger.
twining , they develop thought. bright side and problems tend to
'"Thi s is for the brothers: In a There must be mutual respect and work themselves out."
relationship, try not to worry too respect for others."
Michelle. 21, believes some gi rls
much about what outsiders n1ay perThe coup!e also said that healthy don't commit because the y are
ceive about your girl. Sometimes earing habits give them more energy afraid their mates will be unfaithful.
peer pressure can alter your goals and help them juggle their schedule. '"Find a black man who wants to
that you and your lady friend have allowing them to have time to spend submit himself to God and whose
purpose is t'! help the people.'' she
set. The Nation of Islatn [of which with each other
he is a member] helped me to see
A close friendship preceded the said.
He added, ··1 honestly believe
the vantage point in respecting a marriage of Damell 2X Dinkins and
that black people naturally want to
woman," he said.
·
his wife Michelle on July 22, 1991.
''Communication is the key for
A sophomore majoring in early do what's ripht. rytost 9rothers wan!
both looking for and being in a rela- chi ldhood educa1ion, Michelle said, to get mamed/\Ve must set stan·
I tion ship. I came from a fami ly ''He always listened artd was always dards. ''
where marriage at a young age is no , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - !

Bells from A1

big dea1:· Arlene said. "When I met
Garfield, it was a matter of when.
He aSked n1c on a Friday and we
were rnarricd on the next Monday.''
The Brights make time for each
other by juggling their schedules.
''It was hard at first ,·· Garfield said,
··but then we got together and we
would we have fun. We keep spontaneity going."'
When asked why he thinks single people fear marriage and commitment. Garfield said, '' People
have a stign1a placed on it. It seen1s
like you have to w:tit and marry
when you're past 30. It 's no different now from then."
Taking a step beyond that stigma
themselves. Donald and Beatrice
Jean excl1anged vows on Jan . JO.
1992. after dating for 16 r11onths.
They say ··we challenge each
other: we also push each other."
Beatrice. 21. a junior n1ajoring
in bro;1dc;1s1 jot1rnalism, said. ·· 1

I

Gifts from A1
Vanilla, g in ger, cinna mon,
eoconut or chocolate (cocoa or a
candy bar) can be used if th e
Jucky person will not apprec iate
chunks of fruit.
If )' OU are a microwave
gounnet. dazzle your love with a
heart shaped brownie. First prepare the microwave brownie mix
just as the directions indicate.
While the masterpiece is cooking.
cut a heart shape in some clean
noteboo k paper. After cook in g,
instead of c uttin g the brownie
in to sma ll cubes, la~ the paper
heart on it a nd cut out a heart
using notebook paper as a stencil.
These can be lopped wi th icing
or ice crean1 . The same direc-

•

tions work for microwave cakes.
For Valentines that cannot
afford the extra calories, give
gifts that are not as fattening.
Once again, fruit may come to the
rescue. A homemade fruit basket
is inexpensive as well as healthy.
Also, compan ies that make
pudding often manufacture
instant c he esecake m ixes.
Whether you get regular or light
depends on th e recipient . The
cheesecake does not need to be
baked so ii is easy to prepare.
Simply follow the directions. If
you wish to flavor it ( lemo n,
lime , orange, or strawberry) jus1
add small bits of the fruit, inc luding juice and some of the peeling.
You may garnish the C{lke with
wedges of fruit.

.....

.. -

•

Our·merchandise is our
greatest asset ...
next to our people.
Fmm our first two stores back in 1977.
T.J. Maxx has gmwn into a $2 billion-plus
retailing powemouse with over 400 locations.
coast to coast.

.

Our Merchandising division · a key
contnbutor to our success - has paralleled tiiis
gmwth. expanding from a department of fewer
· than 30 people to approximately 300 today.

•

'

•

•
•

As a Merchandise Analyst, you'll worl< in
the pmfess1onal corporate setting of our Home Office, based
in Framingham. MA. And as we continue to grow, so will your
opportunities.
Interested in finding out how you can become one of
our greatest assetsl We will be conducting Interviews

THIS SUMMIR, YOU C•N •••
• Ooo• .,... ov1r 1,000 co11tz111
• Sludr ...1111 • dlalln9ul1h1d facultt
• Uvo I• N1·.111J Y... City for 01 lllllo
.. $100 por .............

on Wednesday, March 4. Resumes are due in the
Office of Career Planning and Placement at your
earliest convenience, no later than Tuesday, March 3.

For more information about T.J Maxx, please stop by the
Office of Caree1· Planning and Placement. ·

Make the NYU Summer
part of your year·
round plan. Call us
today toll free at

I•2284NYU,

ext. 608,

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - --- - - --

New York University
25 West Fourth Street

Room63.1

NewYork,N.Y . 10012
1<34

Please send me aIRII 1992 Summer Sessions Bulletin.
, My area of interest~

or send in the coupon. • ,

, .......

A business built on solid volues

1992 Calendar
Serdoa I:
May26-July3

•

Sc too D:
July 6-Aug\111 14

We are an' equal opporwnity en1ployer committed to
cultural diversity in the workplace .

(

•

.I

,...
..

.,

•
,.
•

,

'
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Food I.~eeds the heart

•

•

•

·

D Undergraduate

D Graduate
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Lave a Little Bit More·
Happy Valentine 's Day to the Howard
University Community! On this celebration of love, we wish all of you all the
love in the worl,d.
.'
St. Valentine s Day .1 s as good a d~y as
any to tum our attention to the relallons,
both good and ?ad, between the se~y
sexes on Howard s campus: As our series
"Beneath the Armor" tells us, there is a lot
of miscomn1unication and misunderstand1ng between men and women on campus.
Of course, 1t 1s going to .take a l~t more
than one day and two articles to nght the
many wrongs that separate t1!,e sexes. But
couldn't we use this one day, those two
.I
d th '
th
·
th t t
art 1c es an
is mon , 0 ur mon , o a
least start to think about, talk about and,
niost iinportantly, to do something about
the gulf of deception and deceit that
divides us?
As with any sort of change that must
be undertaken and a change in the rela.
'
lions between black men and women
MU.ST be undertaken, that change must
begin from ::V llhin-we. can only love
others a little bll more 1f we .love ourse.lves a httle bit more. During Black
History Month take some time to attend
any of the functions and. events that
orga n1za11ons are sponor1ng both on
ca mpu s as well as t.hroughout the
District . Take some lime to learn our
history and find out what a glorious history it is. Take pride in the accomplishments of Africans as well as African
Americans and realize that the talent and
vision that fueled their contribution to
history is the same that courses through
our veins. Use that knowldege to see in
us a rea so n to love ourselves .and to
demand respect from any and all we
encounter whether they be people on the
street or people whom we "step to." If

we don't love ourselves, what kind of
example do we set for others who claim
they want to love us? The change begins
at home, in 'gur own hearts.
. Once we begin to love ourselves, then
respect will soon follow. St. ·Valentine's
Day is much more than a celebration of
romantic love at its heart it is a celebration of the I~ve of frie~ds. Afterall
aren't our best romantic relationship~
with people who are our best friends?
Would you expect, or even tolerate,
being 'dissed' or dishonesty by a friend?
If not from a friend why should it be
'
.
.
tolerated by someone who is trying to be
f · d? S 1
f· d d
a rien · ure Y our rien s eserve
more tolerance than any Leon come lately out for s.elf.
. ·
EnJOY this day. EnJOY the smell of the
roses, the poetry of the cards and messa~es a~d t.he taste of the chocolates.
EnJOY this night, the flicker of the candle,
the ambience of the dinner and the feeling
of being in love. (Also, be careful and be
sensible. Use Condoms!) However, don't
let is stop there. Whereas tonight you put
aside the petty differences, keep them
aside because they are petty. Whereas
tonig you overlooked the small mistakes
and tr nsgressions, continue to overlook
them because they are small. Whereas
tonight you were more sensitive and accomodating, stay in that frame of min.d
because here is where relationships work.
And finally, whereas tonight you were
~
forgiving and understanding, keep on
keeping on because that is the beginning
of the bridge that WILL bring us back
together and keep us there. All the power
in the world is in our hands if we just love
Dear Editor,
a little bit more; Love ourselves as well as
I realize that you are not
one another.
the correct person to whom I
should address this letter;
however, I did not have an
address for Miss Dara
Jackson. The purpose of this

Pl•ce your picture
here...
Theo erch•o11elll

Letter to the •Editor

Better
Things tQ. ..
do at1;;
Hampton
Institute

The Battle is Joined

correspondence is to express
me resentment of a, story
which appeared in the
November 22, 1991 edition
of,Tbe Hi\Jtop.
:''As a' former student at
Hampton University, I was,
to say the least, very hurt by
the commentary, "When the
Valedictorian Has a Baby,"
written by Dara Jackson. In
particular, I am referring to
the paragraph which read:
"Her boyfriend of three years
had moved to Hampton to be
closer to Lisa, then a student
at Hampton · University.
There are only three things to

do in Hampton- drink , do
drugs or have sex-one of
which they did regularly."
While in Hamp.ton, 1 found
many more· thin-g s to do,
which included ATTENDING CLASSES, STUDYING AND SOCIALIZING
WITH FRIENDS.
I realize that there is nothing that you can do regarding
this matter. I, however, felt
the need to express my concern
Sincerely,
Sharron D. Stroman

We Welcome Y our Letters and Comments

•

•
•

-

Congratulations to t,he Howard
University Student Association (HUSA)
and Undergraduate Trustee candidates
who have decided to take a chance and vie
for the leadership positions of Howard
University. The HUSA pre sident and
vice-president slates of Julius Bailey/Erik
DeShields, Christopher Coleman/Karen
Shepherd, Ivan Hopkins/Tene McCoy,
Donald Jean/William Martin and Lynae
Turner/Allison Carney have all decided
that they have something to give to the
Howard University community, something of themselves. We owe it to them to
listen to what they have to say, to be critical where warranted and to give praise
where appropriate. We must remember
the role that the HUSA president and vicepresident play within and outsicje of the
University walls. Let our decisions be
g'u,ided by their responsibilities to us, not
by ideas that may or may not be able to be
implemented. Before really measuring up
the candidates one against another, read
the HUSA constitution in the H-Book.
For the position of Undergraduate
Trustee, Kevin Bryan, Kali Jones and
Dara A. Monifa Tippet have decided that
they have what it takes to represent our
interest s on the Board of Trustees.
Among a cadre of men and women whose
experience and knowledge have shaped
such a large part of black American history, to. sit on the Howard University Board
of Trustees is as much an honor as it is a
burden. To be able to present and effectively carry.through proposals in the name
of the students of Howard University is

THE HILLTOP welcomes your views on any public issue. Faculty, administrators, staff.
indeed a daunting task and requires the
utmost in ability, confidence and intelli- students and alumni are encouraged to share their original ideas and opinions.
We publi sh only material addressed to us. We routinely edit letters for space and correct errors
gence. These qualities must be kept in . of style, spel
ling and punctuation. Letters as well as comme ntaries mu s1 be typed and signed. complete
mind when selecting our: choice for our with full address and telephone number.
,,
voice on the Board of Trustees. Be mindThe opinions e xpressed on the Editorial Page of THE HILLTOP are solely the views of the
ful of the kind of impression the business Editorial Board, and do not neccessari ly relfect the opinions of Howard Uni.versity, its adn1inistration .
leaders who sit on our Board will receive THE HILLTOP Board of 1he students.
when they receive our elected official into
'
Please address letters a'nd comments to:
their ranks.
Editorial Editor
Above all, as a voting public, we must
THE HILLTOP
demand that our intelligence not be insult2251 Sherman Avenue, NW
ed by inappropriate campaign techniques.
Washington, DC 20059
There is no doubt that all the slates and
candidates have the interests of Ho';'ard ~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;9
University at heart. The candidates must · r.
be mindful of this as they campaign for
themselves, not against one another. The
object of the campaign should be for the
slates and candidates to highlight th~m
selves as being the best for the job, not
George Daniels, Editor-In-Chief
denigrating the other slates and candidates
Darrell Winston Hill, Editorial Editor
Jennifer Golson, Managing Editor
as being un'fit for the position.
Johanna Wilson, Sports Editor
Damon Dozier, Campus Editor
HUSA and Undergraduate Trustee canEndya Eames, News Editor
Depelsha Thomas, Assistant Campus Editor
didates should not take their campaign cue
Karen Good, Tempo Editor
Frederick J.Goodall, Asst. Tempo Editor
from national politics. As a national elecRonald Sullivan, Design Director
Tasha Hailey, Business and Finance Editor
tion year,. the mud will be slung hard and . Donna Ll:e, Copy Desk Chief
Shauntae Brown, Copy Editor
low. Do not take the example and emulate
Tracy Vinson, Copy Editor
C. Sheldon Bassarath,Production Assistant
the gutter politics and campaigning that
Tanisha Massey, AsSt to the Editor
John Cash, Production Assistant
Aricka Westbrooks, Proofreader
we see on the national level. As black
William Stone, Production Assistant
Edgar Bastien, Photography Editor
Rodney Reynolds, Head Artist
America's, indeed, as America's future
leaders, hopefully we can raise the level of
debate to a level that appreciates and even
raises the level of consciousness of the
~Jeffrey C. Scott, Business Manager
Howard community. As our future lead·
John Jacks, Business Assistant
Brian D. Nevel, Advertising Manager
ers, the HUSA and Undergra\fuate Trustee
Alicia Chambers, Office Manager
Kevin Annstead, Advertising Asst
slates and candidates must start here and
l.A ,'
now as they raise politics and the level of
debate to a new and enlightened level.
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Panelists at conference tell the benefits
of working for black-owned businesses

The search is on...

;

•

By Beatrice Wllllar
-Hilltop Staff Writer

''African-American businesses
hire individuals largely based on
the"right attitude. not necessarily
the right degree," said Yerno11

Stansberry. CEO/president of
Sc ie n ti fie/Commun ic at i 011 s
Systems Corporation and the
Black President's Round T:1ble
.Association.
Stansberry is one of
Washing1on's esteetned black

businessmen who participated on

a panel discussion 1itled. ··career
Choices: Working for an AfricanAmerican Firm'' held as part of 1he
''Salute to Blacks in Busi11ess''
Conference. Other panelists

included: Mary White, direc1or of

on the panel have over 150
employees, offices around the
country and a payroll of over
$200,000. These fimts are small
but are proving to be successful in
a con1pe1iti ve market.

''Firms are seeking
\veil-rounded individual s. · Students
should be involved in
ext r a -c urricular
activities and try to
get wo rk experience.''
--Kevin Jones

business development for Ten1plc

What does it take to nlake it al
CEO/president ~f D.H. Lloyd & an bl;1ck-o\1,1 ned finn? Students
Assoc.; Tony Stovall , assist:1nt ofte11 questio11 black-owned busivice president of M.R. Beal & 11esses of what qualification
Company; Kevin Jones, assista11t should one ha\'e or what kind of
vice president of Tra11 s ex~rience or degree is requi red?
Management Systems: ~lerb Long. Pa~1elist said, r11ost finn s are lookexecutive assistant of Unified i11g1for a positive attitude, enthusiIndustries and hostess/mode rator. asm. a serious work ethic, strong
Nancy Flake, executive director of w,ritten and ora'l con1munication
1he Howard Uni'ver si 1y Small skills. and the ability 10 learn
Business Development Center.
quick!)'. ··11 doesn't matter the
· The seminar was designed to degree one l1as. but your willinggive students the opportunity to ness to !earn." Lloyd said. Lloyd
meet and introduce themselves holds a 111aster's degree in chemwith CEO's from black-owned istry arid O\Vns a comme rcial
firms. It al so gave studer1ts <t insurt111ce fi1111. .
··one mt1st be a generalist, a
chance to explore internships a11d
career opportunities. Ho,vard per~o11 \\ho stud ie s a little of
graduates who work for black . everyt!1ing. Orte must be able to
firms also participated on the ad:ipt :1r1d :1cljust to any situation,
panel so tha1 students would be be cor1fident a11d self-assured," she
able to hear of experiences and the said.
advantages of working for a blackTo11y Stovall, a 1989 Howard
owned business.
School of Business grad uate ,
Most of the fim1s represented \\'Orks for M.R. Beal and Co. and

Construction; Deni se Lloycl.

•

stressed the importance of getting
experience and traini ng before
acquiring, a position at an blackow ned firm. ''Sta rti ng at an
African-Amer ican firm is like
teachi ng someone to swi!Tl by
throwing him into the ocean,'' he
said. ''Because firms are small,
there is little or no training
und
for employees. One must be ·11ing to be assertive and self-mo·vated to learn on your own," h
added.
Some of the ad va ntages for
individuals working for. small
firms were listed by the panelists
as: opportunities for advancement,
a fami ly oriented environment,
visibility and increased responsibility.
''I wasn't looking at the minority status. It was the size of the
firm- the smaller the bette r,
faste r opportunity fo r advancement," said Long, another 1989
Howard School of Business graduate .
'
Marketing yourself 10 black
fi rms is not easy, according to
Long and Stovall because competition is difficult. However, they
said there are some important tips
students should keep in mind.
''Finns are seeking well-rounded individuals. Students should be
involved in extra-curricu lar activities (clubs, organizations, sports,
etc.) and try to get work experience (jobs, internships or apprenticeships)," Kevin Jones said.
''Research the firms you are
in terested in working for.
Employers wi ll be impressed with
an ind ividual who has done his
homework. Importantly, get exposure. Students should take advantage of all opportunities 10 attend

4
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w·uE·EL ·OF FORTUNE

"I
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E

IN
ORLANDO, FLORIDA, MARCH 28, 1992
TRANSPORTATION SPONSORED BY DELTA AIRLINES
•

TRYOUTS!

CRAMTON AUDITORIUM
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 4, 1992, 10:00 A.M.
WIN CASH PRIZES, TRIPS, AND BE ON TV
'
INTERVIEWS LIMITED TO 130 STUDENTS
MUST HAVE A VALID CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION
.INTERVIEWS/TEST WILL LAST APPROXIMATELY 3 HRS
PLEASE REGISTERWITHTHEOFFICE OF STUDENT
ACTIVITIES INROOM117 INBLACKBURN CENTER

·

career fairs, seminars, and trade
shows. This exposure will all9w
you the chance to network and
keep up with tl1e job market and
competition. Finally, be confident
and motivated about yourself,"
Jones said.
Caprece Tulcher, a junior
majoring in finance, said, ''It has
always been a. concern of mine of
why there weren 't black firm s at
Howard, however I think this co11ference is fantastic. It gives me a
ance to put r:z1y foot in the door."
Nathaniel Moore. vice president of !he Howard Universi1y
Entrepreneurial Society, said, ''I
feel as students we have a duty
and obligation to utilize our.talents
for the benefit of n1inority-owned
businesses. Howard provides tha1
valuable resource.··
Although this year's conference
was expected to dr'!-w ;1 large student tum out, a1tendance was low.
Dan'ell Davis. a stude111 assistan1
for the confere nce, sai d,
''Everybody feels that if it says
'business', then only business
majors can attend or be invofved.
It is important for all Howard students to participate because busjness affects all of us (all majors)J''
Nancy Flake, conference chairpetson, said, ''Our staff is sm<tll. so
there is never enough hands to '
help in advertising, but is is
important th:11 studer1t orgar1izations get n1ore invol,,ed."
The conference is not only open
to Howard students. but area colleges as well. Co11ference org11nizers rate the event <IS a success
and hope 1h11t stude111s who di<I
participate will tell others :ind
make next year's co11ference even
better.

The 1'Salute to Blacks in Business'' C ar~r Opportunity
Fair was added to the conference agenda for the first
time this year. The fair showcased more than 40 black·
owned busjnesses ranging from computer companies to
arch itectural firms.

Business conference tells how
to succeed in entertainment
Terry Lewis. Teddy Riley, and Phyllis
Hyman, also stressed the characterisHilltop Staff Writer
As part of the ''Salu1e to Blacks in tics of detennination and creativity.
''Students must be prepared 10 be a
Business'' conference held last week.
a seminar was conducted titled, ''How fighler and never take no fo r an
to Make It In the Entertainment answer," Eldridge said. She pointed
Industry." With Candy Shannon of> out that to get the contract for Jimmy
WHUR (%.3 FM) as moderator, the Jam and Terry Lewis, she had to l1)'
seminar included ac1or and University for si:it years, but she never gave up.
Ed Arundel!, manager for Wynton
instructor, Al Freeman; entertainment
manager, Ed Arundell: and Sheila MarsaJis and others, emphasized the
Eldridge of Orchid Communications, importance of having a good understanding of !he law.
a public relalions finn.
Since entertainment contracts are
All the panelisls stressed the importance of preparation as an asset which geared to benefit the industry, not the
individual, Arundel! said one needs to
students must possess.
Eldridge e:itpanded on 1his point by be able to read and tljloroughly undere:itplaining the importance of intern- , s1and what is written in any contract.
"One must have the willingness to
ships. She advises students tocrea1e a
network of companies with which make personal sacrifices.
they want to be involved to gain Entertainment is not a nine to five
job. so you mus1 be willing to work
.. hands on e:itperience.''
Eldridge, who handles public rela- nights, weekends and holidays,''
tions for such stars as Jimmy Jam and Arudell said.
By Ealena Callendar
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''And in today
already walks
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''
tomorrow.
.

Samuel Tuiylor Coleridge
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Bell Communications Research (Bellcore) provides the
research, engineering, and technical support necessary
to keep its owner/clients, the Bell Operating
Companies, on the leading edge.
With over 8,000 highly talented employees on staff, we
are one of the largest research consortiUms in the world
_ _ and the soun:e of signif1£ant breakthroughs in a wid

I

~~li:{t~~ areas.
;•"?.:

.

,-

.

·. .

.

We haYe'l!ptnings at.our northern and cenital Nev.i~

Jersey facilities for c~tivc thinkers who are 1ilterested
in making a significant contribution In:

'
• Applied ~search
• Operations Technology
• Software Technology & Systems
• Information 'Nel'Mlrking Services
• Network Technology

1

A BS, MS or PhD degree in Computer Science,
Computer or Electrical_Engineering is a requirement.
We are also, looking for individuals with PhD degrees
in Mathematics, Statistics, Operations Research,
Physics, Chemistry, Materials Science, or Human
Factors Engineering.
•

Sign up at the Career Planning & Placement Center
'
.
to meet our recruiters on Campus, February 21.

- • If you are
in designing the oorld of
tomorrow, write Be'iloore
- .....
Manager, Technical Employmen,__
~rested

•

today.

to

,...._..,.

-

Bell Communications Research

4B-l30 CN 1300
Piscataway, NJ 08854

-

An equal opportunity employer
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Respect is the most im'portant
aspec1 of love becau se it 's the
umbrella for other things. With
respect comes honesty and responsibility for one another' s well being and future endeavors.

The rnos t integ ral facet of 1he
love thing would have to be the
confide11ce in know ing th ere is
a!\\'ays sor11eone ready and willing

to take 011 and become synonyr11otts with yOlJf every <1spect ... foul
or f<tir.

Trust is important because, without it, you won 't have anything to
hold you together. You can't love
anybody until you trust them.

I~

Kevin McClamb, senior, television production, Washington,

D.C.

Jerome Leggett, sophomore,
music business, Lumberton,

Horatio Hassan , sophomore,
black studies, Queens, N.Y.

N.C.

•

Tl1e

111 os1 i111portant

aspects of

I believe friendship is the most
important aspe ct be cau se yo u
have to be friends before you can
be lovers.

1love :ire co111muniqitions, honesty
;111cl kee pir1g you r head on straight .

A lot tif ti111e s bei ng ''i n love''
rh) 111cs wi1l1 ''being stupi d'' and

The mosl important aspect of
love is cooperation because love
involv es two people working
together as a team. Like the parts
of a machine, they have to work
together.

1

1101 t1sir1g )'our

Valeri e

he:1d.

t\lle~1 ne,

Dawn Culver, junior, manage·
ment, Irvington, N.J.

junior, acting,

Adrena Ifill, first-year gradu·
ate
student,
business,
Washington, D.C.

Los An geles, Ca.

•

Two women shot to
death - -in
Brooklyn
.

By Virginia B'yrne
Associated Press Writer

NEW YORK (AP) _ A young
mother and a grandmother, their
hands and feet bound, were shot to
death in front of their I-year-old
child during a robbery inside their
apartme nt in the Crown Hei ght s
sec tion of Brooklyn. police said

Monday.

,

The killings of 1he two black
women occurred five days after the
slaying of a young Hasidic mother.
Pesa Leah Lapine, 38, who \vas
fatal ly stabbed last Thursday when

Co111piled b.~· Paula White
S1Jeako11t Coordinator

'

~

she <tpp:1rently walked in on a bur1glar in side her f<t111 ily 's1home about
six blocks fron1 tl1e latest slayings.
The slay ing of the Hasi di c
mother renewed racial te nsions
be tw een blac ks and Jew s who
share the neighborhood.
Last sun1mer, riots erupted after
a bl t1ck child was hit and kil led by
a car driven by an Orthodox Jew,
and another Jew was murdered by
a group of blacks.
The la1est murder of a young
n1otl1er ''appears to be a robbery,"
said Capt . Richa rd Ward of
Brookl yn (letec1ives.

The"Olost re11sable piece ofplastic on ra1ripus~
'

2 ROLLS

The AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from alma.st

35mm Film
Try this Exciting Neiv Film "\!l'hile (this film ) has
sharpness and fine grain con1petirive with other films
of its speed. its main forre is color re[JToduction .
Nuances of color are held in the [JTincs; You can see
the difference bettveen cherry red and tomato red ."

anywhere to anywhere. Once you have one, you'll never need to apply for another. Its the least expensive way

Photographic Magazine
Now you can tr; the 35n11n fi lm Photographic
Maga~zne calls the best 200 ;\SA print film in the
World ! For Free. To introduce you , we'll send -

to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't c\ial direct. D And now you could also get 10% back on all

'

you two rolls Free. Fine grain, rich colo r, wide

exposure latitude-!)eriect fo r everyday shots.
Shoot in bright or Jo,v light- indoors or
outdoors. And you can order prints, slides, or
both, from the same roll- \vithout the high cost
of slide film ' T ry this re markable film today. ·

•

-------------SEND ME 2 FREE ROLLS
I=
LAST NAME

•

I ADDRESS
Il rcTIJT~Y---------~sT~A~T~E,..--~z~rr,..----

•

I Mail to:

I

Seattle FilmWorl<s Elliott Bay at Pier 89
P.O. Box 34056Seattle, WA 198,124-1056

.

,

'

Rush me two 20--exposure rolls of your highly
I acclaimed 3Smm film. one each at 200 ASA and
I 400 ASA. Enclosed is $2.00 for shipping. Limit:
I 2 rolls per household.

I FIRST N ...\ME

the long distance calls you make with your card.' D Of course when you use your

I
I
I
I
I
I
II
I

always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. D So, as you see, theres

i

only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Carri in today's college environment. Indispensable .

I
.J

(01~ 1 :Xlltt le F iimW•1 rk~ . Free fil m <life r ,f,-ie~ n11t 1no.;luJ~ Je'\'t:l11 p1nll. Pr<lCess

L S FW-.'\ L ' " :1r S<c"arr le F1!m W 1Jrk> with l1m1reJ av a d:ih1!1r ~· f~ 1n1 •lthe r h1N .
-----------~--

·
- -......--SJ0-11'1,,i ATIT'-- . . 0 . . . . , . - -

I""" "1'1T C1ft1 ..,._..,. C... -

l>r _..,AT&T -

....... -

"°' ..,.._

I
•

'
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H,aley's works remembered
HALEY from A1
• marrow-deep, to know our heritage fand] to know where we· have
come from. Without this enriching
knowledge, there is a hollow yearning." In a Seattle hospital, Haley
died of cardiac arrest at the age of

70.

.

Haley was born in Ithaca. N.Y.

and grew up in Henning. Tenn.
where the Alex Haley Museum is
now located and where he first
learned about his heritage from his

grandmother. He graduated from
high school al the age of 15 and
attended college al Elizabeth City
Teacher's College.

Dr. Charles Metz reviews Haley's past with students.

After college,

he joined the U.S. Coast Guard and
served as a ship 's cook during World
War II.

Because of the Jong hours Haley
spent at sea, he found solace in hi s
writi11g. How eve r. it was eight
years Defore he sold his first piece to
This Weck. In 1959 he retired from
the Coast Guard. deciding to pursue
his a career as a full time writer.
Haley published several freelance
magazine articles and then began
researching the maternal side of his
family. He tra ve led more than
500,000 miles to more than 50
libraries on three continents during a
12 year period in search of information. He also booked passage on a
freighter sailing to \Vest Africa from
the U.S. so that he could experience
to some extent the ··degradation and
terror" that his fourth great grandfather. Kunta Kinte experienced. His

re sea rch and journey led to his
novel, Roots : The Saga of an
American Family.
The biggest best- seller in U.S.
book publishing history, Roots sold
n1ore than 6 million hardcover
copies and is now published in 37
languages. Roots later became a
12-hour mini -series for television.
When the series first ran in January
1977. it drew more than 130 million
viewers. the largest audience in television history. The mini-series captured an audience 98.2 on the last
- night it aired. The series earned an
Emmy, and gave birth to ''Roots:
The Nex1 Generation,'' and '"Roots:
_The Gift ...
Other major achievements
include: Th e Autobiography of
Malcolm X. written in 1965, and A
Different Kind of Chris1mas. Haley
won two of the most coveted writing

awards, the Pulitzer Prize and the
Nationa l Book Award. He also
received 17 honorary academic doctorate degrees and more than 300
special recogn itions.
After authoring Roots, Haley was
invi ted to speak at several colleges
and universities as well as gatherings
all ove r the world. He said in an
interv iew Sunday. the day before he
died. that he wished he could clone
himself into three perso ns: one
would sit at the typewriter, one
would travel and speak and one
would have a personal life.
Haley often said that people were
upset with him because he could no!
attend all the activities he was invited to, but that the world's response
to him was so overwhelming ii
would be impossible for him to do
everything he was asked to do. He
did say that he enjoyed people' s
'

Forum explores alternatives for youth
BOYS from A1
for a special reason.
''Howard has been critic ized in
the past for no1 doing anything [in
the community!: We sat do\.\'n and
tried to 1hink of how we culd give
back to our future ... our main focus
was to reach young males.'" CamP;ClCarter said.
Erick Evans. a sophomore majoring in political science. was the cocoordinator for the conference, "'If
this conference helps just one boy.
then it would have all been \.\'Oilh it."
Focusing on the urban plight -

!he worsening conditions of inner
cities - Jackson spoke to the audience about the fa lling status of
blacks in this country.
''One thing that black folks and
whitC folks have in common is that
they have both learned to hate black
folks." he said . .
''What defines us most distinctly
is this thing called slavery. They
made us sing the Lord 's song in a
strange language.'' Jackson said.
''They knew then and they know
now that a well developed mind and
slavery were incompatible.''
While there may be other a\terna-

tives to attending college, J:1ckson
also gave statistical data aboui how it
is more expensive. in the context of
cost to the government, 10 go 10 jail
than it is to go to Howard. He added
that there are 12,000 students at
Howard University, but 13,000
inmates incarcerated at Lorton jail.
'"Our young men have to educa1e
themselves. As bad as genocide is.
suicide is insane,'' Jackson said.
University President Franklyn G.
Jenifer added, ''When you hang out
with people who are about something, you become about so me thing."

514 Fl ~rido. AV2.r.1J.e_, N.W
Phone.. "32.~·q522.
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LOGO T-SHIRTS:

TOPS from ' 30 to ' 150: a11 •14••
BOnOMS from ' 30 to ' 150: all • 19••

Our classic homemade fa re.
Bring your appetite!
Eat Heavy,

"' '
'

"''

'

1 fo r ' JO, 2 for '15

LOGO SWEATSHIRTS:

Thousands of extraordinary items
consolidated from Boogies Diners in Aspen,
Los Angeles, Chicago and New York,

Dr••• Cool.

•

Booqies Diner
loqo T-shirts

FASHIONS
,
FOR MIN AND WOMEN

,_

•

•

1 for '20, 2 fo r '30
While they last! Collect you r favorite cities.

I'
H1URRY IN TODAY FOR THE BEST SELICTIONSI' SALE ENDS SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 23.
1229

,.

WISCONSI~

AVENUE ,

WASHI N GTON,

DC

20007

R. E T A I L

S T "o R. E : I 2 0 2 ) 2 9 8 - 7 4 6 9

DINER : (202)29 8 - 6060
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Students respond to Haitians Lacks defense
who were refused entry to US
By Melissa Wood
Hilltop Staff Writer

~

~

After the coup last September
which ousted Jean-Bertrand Aristid,
Haiti's first democratically elected
president, thousands of Hatians fled
to the U.S. Nava l Base in
Guantanamo Bay. Cuba from where
they are now being forced to return
to their homeland.
"'No Aristide - No Haiti!'' This is
the cry of the more than 15,000
Haitian*refugees who were refused
entry into the Unit~d States.
A Supreme Court order issued on
Jan. 31 overturned a Miami judge's
ban on the Haitians' forced return,
and. as a result, only those who meet
the requirements for poli1ical asylum
will be allowed to enter the U.S.
According to Rose Gallagher,
Official from the Washington office
'on Haiti , the Immigration and
Naturalizatior Services (INS) has
been screening the refugees 10 make
sure that if sent back to their country. they would indeed be targeted
by the Haitian government. If so, the
U.S. would grant temporary political
asylum until the situation in their
country is resolved.

, The Pentagon is testing the boat
people for AIDS and fingerprinting
them because they fear that some
may be international cri minal s,
Gallagher said.
''It 's just a way of intimidating
the Haitians. There is no doubt that
fhe Bush administration has been
distorting the picture,'' Gallagher
added.
According to an ar1icle in The
Washington Post, which appeared
on Feb. 3, the INS has found only
3,400 boat people likely to be eligible for asylum as political refugees.
Currently in Florida, 1,400 of the
potential refugees are being
screened to determine their eligibility for asylum.
''Although I don't think that we
can afford to let all of the Haitians
in. I do feel that the majority should
be
al low ed to come here ," said
•
Letania Gonzales, a human development major. ''However, the government 's screening process may be
biased."
Since the coup, the United States
and 01her members of the
Organization of American States
have demonstrated their commit·
ment to aid Haiti by imposing a

strict economic embargo on the

country. However, the embargo has
hurt Haitians and as a result, fuel,
food, medicine and water are

scarce.
''I am upset, because the U.S.
government is sending them back to
a bunch of slaughterers,'' said Alex
Cherisma, a Haitian student majoring in political science. ''I believe

that the U.S. government was
behind the coup. The embargo is
only affecting the poor fanne rs. It

was supposed to squeeze out the
current dictators, but it has not. It's

hurting the masses, and the U.S. is
helping to weaken them," he said.

Jude Pierre, a Haitian student
majoring in microbiology , also
believes that the embargo is the'

major factor causing the people 10
~ flee.

''I say give Hatians a chance for

political asylum. It 's a messed up
situation. The embargo is supposed
to be affecting the mulattoes and
the Haiti elites, but only the masses
are suffering, and that 's why
they're leaving," Pierre said.
According to Dr . Michael
Frazier, a professor in the polilical
science department, the policy is

rooted in two dimensions.
''The United States views the
Haitians as a potential welfare group
that is not able to bring resources or
skills to this country. so they are not
needed,'' Frazier said.
'' Because the Haitian.s are of
African descent, the U.S. sees them
as Negroid or African. The policy is
racist, because it's a way of keeping
certain groups out of this country.
Over the last few years Vietnamese
and other Asians, Polish, and former Sov iet people have come into
this country in droves, and they were
aJI given asylum," he said.
''Turning people [Hatians} back
and not knowing what is going to
happen to them is devious," said E.
Ethelbert Miller, director of the
African American Resource Center
in Founders Library.
''Thousands have died at sea, and
many people in the black community don't seem to be too concerned,"
Miller said.
''The United States has a double
standard. Although we always talk
about how great democracy is, our
government is not willing to send
troops into Haiti to restore democracy,'' he added.

GOP Chairman: Buchanan Should Oust 'Racist' Committee member
served. **
WARWICK. R.I. (AP) _ Republican presidential candidate Patrick Buchanan should
-dump a '' racist'' fonner town GOP chainnan
from his Rhode Island campaign committee, the
state's Republican chainnan said Monday.
Rendine took exception to the inclusion tif'
Elmer A. Chipparoni of North Kingstown on
Buchanan 's 2nd Congressional District committee.
In l988, Chipparoni was forced out as town
Republ ican chairman after writing a column
, ... -

·r.=..

.,._

-

titled ''The End of White Ethnic America?'' in
a local newspaper. The column's theme was that
the growth of black and Hispanic populations in
the United States, as well as those from other
Third World coun1ries, endangered white dominance.
'' Mf. Chipparoni expressed viewpoints that
can only be condemned as raci st,'' Rendine
wrote to Buchanan, a conservative newspaper
columnis1.
' ' I am urging you hi the strongest possible
1enns to immediately remove Mr. Chipparoni
from your campaign structu re and to publicly
'

repudiate the views of hatred and division that
he espouses,'' Rendine wrote.
A Buchanan spokesman did not return a telephone message left at his New Hampshire campaign headquarters. Chipparoni refused 10 comment.
Rendine ''will do anything he can,"
Chipparon i said, then caught himself and would
not comment furt her. But the implication was
that the GOP chainnan, who tried to keep all
candidates but President Bush off the Rhode
Island ballot, wou ld do what he could to attack
Buchanan's credibility.

•

By Marx·Vllalre Aristide

likely to be misguided if we fail to
understand the political foundation
on which this policy is based

Under the pretext that the
Haitians be in g detained in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba are economic migrants rather than political

The U.S. government never
accepted the self-detennination and
independence that characterized the
Aristide government, in spite of its
public claim to the contrary.
Aristide's goal to make Haitian
society more equitable never enticed
the Haitian oligarchy, hence, it did
not sit well with their natwal m.pe..
rialist allies.
In a statement concerning huDWI
rights ¥iolations, the State
Department stated that it did not
support Aristide's return to power
per se, but simply the reestablishment of ''democracy.'' This bas been
the underlying position of the U.S.
throughout the Haitian crisis.
For the U.S. government to admit
that the Haitian boat people are driven out of Haiti politically would not
only force it to grant asylum to the
Haitians, but it would require the
U.S. to promote rather than retard
the cu rrent negotiations for
President Aristide's return.
Instead of following this course,
the Bush Administration in its
attempt to thwart the people's
choice, is presenting a counler
explanation to the problem. It iden·
tifies the trade embargo, imposed as
a m~ans to dislodge the military
regin!e, as the major catalyst bebiod
the eXodus of Haitians. This view
has serious implications.
By depicting the trade embargo as
the major factor, the logical solulioo
would be the nonnalization of cco..
nomic and diplomatic relations with
the illegal military regime, thus
transforming it into a legitimate
government The Haitian oligarchy
would be satisfied, and by extension
so would the U.S. government.
Most importantly, the U.S. would
not have to worry about a president
who carries the aspirations of 6.3
million proud blllck people for selfrule and self-detenninarion.

Special to the Hilltop

News Analysis
refugees, the United States is currently engaged in a process to
forcibly returning them to the dead!
ly conditions that provoked them to
risk their lives on the Atlantic
Ocean. To call this act barbaric
would be a gross understatement. ,
The U.S. State Department justifies this position by alleging that the
Haitians interdicted by the Coast
Guard are flee ing poverty rather
than political persecution, and are
therefore not quaJified for asylum.
While it is true that there is
severe poverty in Haiti, it doc::s not
take much analysis to see the clear
correlation betWeen the heavy influx
of Haitian boat people and the political clim ale which emerged since
the coup d'etat in which the first
democra1ica1ly elected government
of Jean-Bertrand Aristide was top-

pled.
The United Nations and the
Organization of American -States
have voiced unanimous condemnation of the military regime in Haiti;
an economic embargo has ostensibly been imposed against 1he de
facto government. Last week the
American ambassador was recalled
due to the high level of insecurity.
How, then, can the U.S. justify its
callous action of throwing those
defenseless people into a predicament thal clearly guarantees their
persecution?
Clearly the racial issue cannot be
overlooked. For never, in recent
times, has the U.S. adopted such a
brutal policy toward peoples of
European descent. However, we are

-
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By Alvin B. Hott
Hilltop Staff Writer

Somalia
One year after longtime military ruler Mohammed
Siad Barre was ousted from office, a violent power
struggle between rival clans in Somalia has brought
about virtual anarchy in the country.
Fighting has intensified in Muqdisho, the capital of
Somalia, and journalists have described scenes of looting and general terror.
More than 4,000 people have been killed in the
recent fighting with an estimated 12,000 wounded,
according to one of the few relief agencies stil l operating there.
The fighting in Somalia pits the youtliful militias of
Somalian President Ali Melidi Mohammed against his
Conner chief of staff Gen. Mohammed Farrah. With
no differences of ideology and .culture, the two sides
have divided the capi tal into two armed camps.
Despite heavy fighting by both sides, neither appears
to have made significant gains.
,
Meanwhile, the Bush administration has doubled
emergency assistance to $40 million and for the first
time, the UN gave security clearance for a children's
fund team to go to Muqdisho. United Nations
Children's Fund (UNICEF) and the European community have sent military planes carrying medical supplies, shelter materials and food for the children.

Liberia
Liberian rebel leader, Charles Taylor is mounting an
aggressive presidential campaign. While the peace
agreement signed between Taylor and the interim government led by Dr. Amos Sawyer has been slow to
materialize. Taylor (who was educated in America)
has wasted no time launching his presidential drive
using mass media and other campajgn techniques used
by U.S. political candidates.
Taylor's forces control 90 percent of the country.

Chad
The government of Chad crushed a rebellion lead by
forces loyal to deposed President Hissen Habre ,
killing 425 rebels including six of Habre 's top aides.
This banle lasted four days and involved as many as
3,000 rebels . It posted the biggest threat yet to
President Idriss Deby, who overthrew Habre in Dec. of
1990.

Libya

Libya leader Mommar Gadhafi has invited the west,
particularly France, Great Britain and the United
States to send judges to Tripoli for the trial of two suspects in the 1988 bombing of a Pan American flight.
Libyan foreign minster Ibrahim Mohamed Bashari
told the London based Asharq Al Awsat newspaper
that Libya is willing to send judges to Washington,
Lpndon and Paris to discuss charges that it blew up the
Pan Am jet.
Meanwhile, the U.S., Britain and France have decided not to seek U.N. economic sanctions or other punitive action against Libya for its alleged role in the
midair bombing of America French Jetliner. Instead,
the three governments plan to ask the U.N. Security
Council to caJI on Libya to respond to the charges that
its agenl planted the bomb that destroyed Pan
American world airway flight 103.

Nigeria
As Nigeria begi ns its move toward civilian rule,
many economists fear that the six years of military
rule may have left a legacy of financial chaos. As
President Babangida gets ready to han~ power over to
civilian leaders later this year, civilian politicians have
begun wondering if they will fi nd anything left in the
public till.
-;':·
......

Algeria

',...

'

·:::'.::::

Algeria's military controlled government officially
cancelled the country's first multi-party parliamentary
election. This occured only days after President Chadli
Benjedid's abrupt resignation and only weeks after
Muslim fundamentaJists won 188 of the 430 parliamentary seats in that election.
The move quashed fundame nta1ist Muslim hopes of
transforming Algeria into an Islamic state . The military has fonned a ruling state security council composed of seven key officials in Algeria's secular government including the defense minister and the
military chief of staff.
The council justified its decision to cancel the elections by declaring that it was impossible for the electoral process to continue ''until necessary conditions
were achieved for the nonnal functioning of institutions." The council said it was temporarily taking
over all matters that could threaten order and state
security.
Public elections scheduled to be held in 45 days for
President Bendjedid's successor will be deferred until
June. Meanwhile, Mohammed Boudiaf, an exiled
hero of Algeria's w.ar of independence, returned to
Algeria after 27 years to serve as chainnan of the
army-backed collective presidency.
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Excursions travels to new heights.I 83
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Books /B2
Excursions /B3

Johanna Wilson

Trial conjures
up beliefs about
rape

•

Mike Tyson ha s won many
fights. He beat Larry Holmes,
Mitch Green and Michael Spinks
among many others. Yet, the
fight he needed to win most, he
lost by an unanimous decision.
As you've probably heard by
now, Tyson was found guilty
Monday night for raping an 18year-old beauty pageant contestant. Now, I don't know what
happened in Room 606 at the
Canterbury Hotel (where 'the
alleged rape took place) in the
wee hours of the morning. Yet , l
do know that the eotire Tyson trial
saga ha s made me ponder the
obvious and ndt so obvious opinions that people have about rape.
. J. Gr'egory Garrison, the lead
prosecutor in the Tyson trial, said
that they won the case because the
18-year-old rape victim ha s a
''pure heart''. For the record, what
is a pure heart? When Garrisor
said ''pure heart'', he fed into the
general misconception that good
girls don 't do the nasty, not willingly anyway. If a young, pretty,
''pure'' and intelligenl girl has sex,
it is assumed that it must have
occurred against her will.
In high school, sex was one of
the main topic s in everybody's
conversations. You know how ii
was in high sC hool, everybody
was talking about ''doing it'', or
they were in the process of''doing
it''. Regardless of our status, virgin or non.-virgin, we all had plenty to say about the birds and the
bees.
·
But one of my friends, who
was very quiet and kind, never
participated in the sex talk s
because she swore that she never
did it, and never wanted to do it.
She was 16 and an honor student
then . Several weeks before her
17th birthday, she told us she was
pregnant. Today. she is 22 and
has three kids. And guess what?
She is sti ll quiet,fs mart and kind.
In addition, she is now the first
one 10 admit that nice girls do it
too, and a lot of them do it more
than the nasty girls.
Barbara Trathen, who was the
deputy prosecutor in Tyson's trial ,
found ii quite unbelievable that
Tyson told the young lady that all
he wanted was her sex upon their
first meeting.
According to The Washington
Post, Trathen said, "And thi s 18year-old honor student just
responds, 'Ha ha, sure, give me a
call." Well, Trat.hen, have I got
news for you. In the real world,
honor students and dumb students
have sex. In short, smart and
stupid girls all have the one commodity that makes them want to
have sex-desire. It 's no wonder
that it's speculated that most rapes
are no1 reported. Du111b and nasty
girls wou ld be accused of asking
for it, while smart girls would be
the innocent vict im s of a man's
overcharged sexual desires.
Now, let's scratch the surface
on why men ''think'' they have a
right to rape women. For starters,
wll,at if this young lady walked
into the hotel room with Tyson,
wearing a sexy sequined dress
that hugged ber behind, and told
him that she wanted his sex. But
after getting ih the bed, she
changed her mind? Should Tyson
take it? Hell no, he should take a
cold shower instead.
Fellas, if a woman is naked and
in bed ready to go, and before you
can get it, she says, ''I've changed
my mind." You shou ld respect
her decision, no matter how much
''stuff' she did .with you before.
Remember, it 1doe sn't matter
when she says no, but it does matter if she says no: !
Just in case you 're wondering,
I'm not saying that Tyson did or
didn't rape her. Yet, what I am
saying is that I get so tired of al l
the stereotypical garbage that surround s what roles men and
women play in rape.
In essence folks, remember to
make wise judgements when participating in a night .of passion
because one night of passion can
lead you into a world of trouble....
trouble that can be avoided before
it starts.
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Next game with A& T Aggies to air on B.E. T. Saturday
By Preston Jenkins
Hilltop Staff Writer

Th e Men's Basketball continued to be on a ro ll
Wednesday night as they just .squeaked by the Hawks of
University of Maryland-Eastern Shore (3-19) 63-62. Bison
Guard Milan Brown hit a last second shot to put the Bison
over the top. Wednesday 's win brings MEAC conference
rJcord to 10-2.
Monday night the team beat the Florida A & M Rattler&,
72-68, 10 extend their winning streak to six garries. After
the Rattlers got off to a 10-0 lead the Bison picked up their
momentum behind a crowd of 2,825 that filled Burr
Gymnasium.
The Bison ( 11-11 )' reached the .500 mark for the first
time since the 1988-89 season by once again playing hardnosed defense and hitting key shots at the end of the game.
Senior forward Julius ''Juice'' McNeil 's 12 points led the
Bison and it was his layup that started a 22-5 scoring run
which gave the Bison a 26-15 lead with 9:30 left in the first
half.
Senior guard Howara Holley, filling in fo r Junior guard
Robert Riddick, who's knee injury will keep him out for
the ren1ainder of the season, scored 11 points, grabbed 5
r~bound s and had two steals !o help the Bison to their ninth
win in the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conferenc (MEAC).
··The key to our win (against FAMU) was pur persistent
defense in the first half and our composure 1n the second
lfalf,.. Holley said. ''Overall , we stayed together,'' he
added.
.

pressure to continue \Vinning co11ti11ue" to 111ount.
However, Coach Beare! di..,agrccs. ··a~ lo11g <l:. we continue
to play hard, tl1crc is no pi-c~.-.llre. Pre..,..,ure is son1ething
that you put on yourselves."
The Bison's true test will con1e thi:. week \vhen they
play MEAC rival North C.:1roli11a A & ·r in Greensboro in
front of the infa111ous A & T far1:..
game," said Head Coach ''Butch'' Beard.
The game will be televised 011 Black E111ertainme nt
After losing to the Rattlers 78-67 on Jan. 20 in Television at 8 p.m . 011 Feb. 15·. f\fter the North Carolina
Tallahassee, Fla. the Bison came into the contest a half- A & T game the Biso11 "'il l tr;1vC[ to pl<1y South Carolina
game ahead of FAMU and Delaware State. Coming into State in Orangeburg. S.C.
''We don't expect any of the.-.e 11pco1nir1g games to be
the game the Bison knew the challenge that lay ahead and
expected the dog-fight that ensued.
easy," Coach Beard said. On Jan. -l- the Bi<,on beat No11h
''A big win for us,'' Coach Beard said. '' We were able to Carolina A & T, 68-59 ;111d two d:1ys later the Biso11 beat
hold onto our composure." The Bison had as much as a 14 South Caroli11<1 State. 64-61.
The recent succes:. of tl1e Bi.'lon C<111 be at1ributed to a
point lead against the Rattlers until they cut the lead down
to 2 points with 53 seconds left. But Junior guard Milan number of players: Brov.111 average~ 7.8 poi111~ per ga1ne
Brown, shooting 82 percent from the charity stripe this sea- and has a team leading 93 a~-.ists. Se11ior Ronald Cole
son, hit four free throws with less than 31 se~onds left to averages 4.7 points per g:1r11e :111cl is fourth 0111!1e team with
82 rebounds. Junior ce11tcr Cl1;1rlcs Solo111on is third on the
seal the victory.
Before FAMU came to Burr Gymnasium the Bison team with I 05 rebou11ds a11d a\•er:1ges clo:.e to six points
counted Bethune-Cookman as another victim by embar- per game. And last. but certainly r1ot lea!'.il. McNeil is averrassing the Wildcats from Daytona Beach, Fla., 101-65. In aging close to I 2 poi11ts 1>er game ·and h:1~ I I 5 rebounds
what proved to be an exciting game the Bison seemed to be this season.
When the Biso11 retu111 t101ne cin r:ell. 22 tl1ey will play
ru nning full speed as they gave the crowd an array of .
host to rival Morgan St<lle at 8 p.n1. ir1 Burr Gyn1nasium.
excitement from dunks, missed-dunks and physical play.
The Bison had five players in double figures for the first The crowd is expected to l1ave ~1andit1g 'room only as the
time this season. McNeil led the scoring charge with 20 foe from Balti1nore h11.) al\\' ay~ playe<I tlie Bison tough.
points and Senior guard Martin Huckaby ~ored a season Not only will this game to be exciti11g ar1cl cro\vded but f;1ns
tha1 like physical b:1ll g<1 111es v.ill get <l special treat.
high ·of 17 points.
As the Bison continue to improve, impress and win the Morgan State has !\VO player" over 2..J.0 pou11cls.

Not only did the team stay together but the student body
came to make noi$C and give rowdy support in a game that
featured an explosive guard in Reginald Finney who
scored 17 points for the Rattlers of FAMU. At times the
crowd seemed to be just as involved as the players.
''We would like to thank the student body for coming out
to support us. The fans really made a difference in the

Photos by Ktl!h Bryont

Bison guard, Milan Brown, #25, went up for two In the recent MEAC matchup against Florida A&M. Brown, a junior, scored 11.
•

Lady Bison are ranked third in the MEAC
By Preston Jenkins
Hilltop Staff Writer

'
The Lady Bison are on a mission. After losing on a
regular basis earlier this season the Women 's basketball team have put together three straight wins to put
themselves in third place in the Mid-Eastern Athletic
Conference (MEAC).
.
The Lady Bison (6-15 overall, 5-4 in the MEAC)
have rallied behind Senior guard Rosalyn Evans,
Sophomore guard Dorothy Hunter-Williams, and
Sophomore forward Annette Lee to put together a
streak that has conference opponents buzzing.
With wins over Coppin State, Bethune-Cookman
and William and Mary, the Lady Bison have positioned themselves to be among the teams to watch in
the MEAC Tournament starting Mar. 3. But to suggest
to Coach Sanya Tyler that their recent wins represent a
turnaround would be a mistake.
''This is ~ot a turnaround, we should not haye lost
15 games in the first place," Coach Tyler said. "Right
now we're getting 40 minutes worth of intensity
because we realize that our destiny is in our hands.
And I've always felt that way."
Now, the Lady Bison players. have started to take
heed and more importantly take wins. Against
Bethune-Cookman the Lady Bison were led by Lee's
19 points, I l rebounds and 2 blocked shots as well as
Hunter-Williams who finished with 17 points and 6
rebounds.
Bethune-Cookman came to Burr Gymnasium and
started out red-hot as the Bison fell ~ehind quickly.
However, behind the scoring of Lee in the first-half
and the shooting of Hunter-Williams the Bi~n wereable to hold on in what proved to be a phySical and
hard-fought game.
·'"'':I The Lady Bison won the game, 74-56.
.
*.•;_,,<.ii
The Lady Bison are a different team. from the.beg1nn'ing of the season as evidenced by theu aggressive and
arrogant attitude toward their opponent. The Lady
Bison have taken on the characteristics of their Coach,
'
Pnolo oY Kanln ~
I
.
Sanya Tyler, who in her 12 seasons has been able to
Dorothy Hunter, #22, scored 23 points
manufacture winners. The Lady Btson have worked
Monday night against William & Mary.
into a rhythm, a system and a structure that forces an

all or nothing altitude or1 the court.
~''At the beg inning of the seaso11. ju'.\t a few of' us
were playing together. bur 110\\1 1!1e wl1o!e tea1n is playing better," Hu nter-William ~ saicl.

But it has been the hot shooting of Huntcr-\Villiams
that has put the Lady Bison bac·k on track. '·J had to
adapt to the system.'' she ;_1clded. ·· Bltl ;_ill \Ve needed to
do was win son1e gan1es 10· prove to Ol1 i:sel''es tl1at we
could do it."
Other eleme11ts to the \vi11ning chen1istr)' h11ve been
the plays by 1he gL1 <1rds. Se11ior"> Li:1Tcsl1;:1 Wlllia1ns,
Evans and AngeliJt<I Elliot l)<l\ e <ill 111<1de n1ajor£on.tributions by cutti11g do\v11 011 lurnover!) :ind p1ay1ng
tough peri111eter tfet-e11se i11 additio11 to l1i11ing 1heir
open shots.
Against William ;ind M <t r~'. tl1e Lady Bison \Vere led
by Hunter-Williams's 2J poi111s a11d seven rebol1t1ds,
Evan~· 18 .points and tl1ree rebounds. <.tnd Lee·s 10
points and 13 rebounds. ,.
.
''We have a new at1it11de... Lee s;_1id. ''Now. \ve're all
about getting the job done ...
The Lady Bison b;_1l :111ced Mc1ril)'n Gayto~ ·s ~O
points by shooting close to 50 perc·en1 fro1n tl1e f1e l~ 1n
the second half by co11vertir1g: 17 01· 35 '>hots. Co1n1ng
into the conies! Willii1n1 ;ind ri.1ttr)' l1:1d a record of 214.
''We knew con1in11into1!1e !!an1c 1t1at 1!1c)' were better than their reco rd s ugg.est~ed." Coac h Tyl er said.
''Eight games ago we \voutd ha\•e loss this gru11e."
But things have cl1ai1ged. tl1e Lad)' Bison have bee11
able to hold onto their co111 posL1re i11 the closi11g stages
of the ball ga1ne to seal '' ictories.
.
The play of Jun ior center To11) a Banks and Senior
Willena Robson ha\'e ·impre~sed Co11ch Tyler as "'ell.
Banks and Robson have been solid performers as they
provide much needed help 011 the boards.
To watch the Lady Bison play of late reflects a 180
degree turnaround in attitude. perfon11ance and results.
The l>ady Bison's next hon1 e gan1e will be Feb. 22
against Morgan State. Oa111e ti1ne starts at .6 P·~·
Don't be surprised wl1en you see tl1e Lady Bison in
their road blue. They are :.till \veari11g it because of the
lack of support they receive from the f<t11s.
.
1
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By0 John L. Jackson Jr.
Hilltop Staff Writer
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he attempts to unlock, for the reader, a step-by-step
path to creative power.
His contention is that creating is a skill that can be
hether you know it or not, every learned; it is not just a 'gift' giv.en only to the 'talented
aspect of our lives is shaped and people.' Creating, he believes, is a skill like any other,
molded by our ability or inability to and he posits the notion that efen the most ' uncrecreate what we trul~ want lo create ative' person can learn and master the creative proin life. Nothing-at leas! very few cess .
things-are just handed 10 us atop silver platters. Very
To gain a grasp Of the concepts handled in (rearing,
few 1hings-besides taxes, birth anQ the common you have to understand one underly ing idea of the
cold-are given to us without us having to scratch and book: creati ng has very little to do with creati vity,
claw for them.
I
uniqueness or originality; the major component of the
Moreover, we bring into fruition just about every creative process is quality-the bringing into fruition
single reality that happens in our very lives-except of something that had not existed before.
maybe death. (And we can even lend the Grim 'Reaper
''There are moments in the creative process," Fritz
a helping hand if we al low ourselves to misuse our writes, ''when creativity is present, bu1 there are many
bodies with detrimental habits.)
more moments when it is not. If unusl!alness is the
The railroad train of our lives choo-choos from one essence of creativity, then the more .you master your
creation to another. Some of our creations-a mind- own creative process, the less you will be aware of
boggling play, a spirit-fi lled poertt, a slammin' essay Creativity because the unusual will , happily, become
(and we could gladly go on and on)--<.are positive and the usual."
quite wo11derful.
He goes on to write that ''it is possible for creativity
Others-sadly enough, also too numerous to com- to exist without having the creative process. It is also
pletely name-are not so wonderful. Regardle$S, possible to have the creative process without having
howe\•er, of ·where we stop on creation's inevitable creativity.''
tracks, it is important to understand the potential good
The distinction between 'creating' and creativity,
that can cp~e _from a properly hame:Ssed -and cron- once delineated, is not the author's only creation of
trolled creative JOumey.
,
such a dichotomy. As much as he claims to finds it
'' As a skill," Robert Fritz writes , ''creating cart be 'distasteful ' when someone says ''There are two kinds
used in many realms. When used in music or pain.ting, of people ... ," Fritz, begging the reader's forgiveness,
the results are artistic. When used in technology, the makes a distinction between 1wo different types of
results are invention. When used in business, the individuals: the performer and the learner.
results are production.
''There are two kinds of people ... ," he writes," those
When creating is used to build a relationship who see life as a performance and those who see life as
between two people, th~ results are often deep bonding a work in progress." Moreover, as far as the creative
and a natural expression of love.
.
process is concerned, Fritz says that some people'are
When creating is used to build your life, the resuitS always in a sort of a 'performance' role because everyare often tremendous involvement, vitality, adventure, thing they do has to be perfect or else they become
and expansion."
frustrated and disheartened. Since we are all human,
In his new book, C1'fating, Fritz. anempts to offer and therefore all prone to the follies of error, the 'persome helpful advise and insight into the process of cre- formers' are dooming themselves, Fritz contends, to a
ating.
. Through .easy to read, eas)' to follow chapters, life of incessant and inevitable frustration.

The 'learners,' on the other hand, are constantly
in rehearsal, constantly practicing and improv ing.
To them, life is one long dress rehearsal, and they
are not as frustrated and 'bent out of shape ' when
they miss a mark, or make a mistake because they
realize that they can always try that activity again
and again and again-until they do get it right.
Performers st ifle themselves, Fritz argues,
because they are so preoccupied wi th looking profess ional and polished all the time that they are
only wil ling to take on tasks that they are already
good at. These people are too afraid of failure to
try Something new, and their lives, aonsequently,
lack growth and potential.
Creati11g, the second book by Fritz, is full of
similarly refreshing analogies and insights, but I
have a major concern with one of the ideas he
expresses.
Fritz believes that you don 't have to like or love
yourself to create, that you don't have to have a high
self-esteem to create, therefore you shouldn' t try to
force 1he is.sue. He seems 10 feel that you should
accept your current level of self-esteem, no matter how
lpw, and separate yourself from your creatibn such that
you realize that what you are and what yo,ur creation is
should remain two distinct and separate things.
As logical as that argument may appear On paper, it
seems to me that taking that type of position
can have
1
negative and harmful effects, especially on African
Americans-whose history of oppression, slavery and
mistreatment in America inevitably can lead to a disproportionally low sense of self-worth and self-esteem.
As capable as one may be, in general, of creating
various entities without a high level of self-esteem, it
would be impossible for African Americans to create
\vhat should truly matter to them-n1ental, social, economic and religious rebirth-without their shedding of
their slavery-wrought inferiority complexes. For our
people to grow. we have to re-learn who \Ve are. \vhere
we have come from and where we intend to go.
Without self-esteem, we can create little more than
what we are presently creating in our communities:

ROBERT
FRffZ
, . , Author of -....,.-,....

,~
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l)ath of
least
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.
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Book: Creating
Author: Robert Fritz
Cost: $20
Published by: Ballantine

Books
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self-destruction.
I
With that in mind , let me point out tha1 jit appears
that Fritz makes staten1ents like the aforementioned
one-on the unnecessary nature of self-esteembecause his intention is to jolt our traditional belief system. He want;; to challeng~ our views in a manner that
will cause us to rethink them. Creating asks questions
and tells you why our commonly accepted answers to
those questions tack common sense:

eart
!'

By Jasmine Young

Hilltop Staff Writer

.~

•

fter the flowers wither, and after the candy is gone, what is
left? After that mag,ical day when your love has gone his
way, what is left? All. author, who goes simply by the name
of Jaran 'says that_the only thing that. can be left is A Heart
Full 'of Love. This book, that contains poems ·of past and
present loves, defirlitely instill new outlooks of love into its readers.
Javan was bomOct. 19, 1946, in Thomasville, N. C. He moved around
for a·while, but ht!J decided to settle down in the beautiful hills of Nonh
Georgia. By living in this quiet, reverent atmosphere, Javan was able to
put ! IO percent intoihis poetry. Javan, needing to present his masterpieces
to the world, searched hard for an outlet through which to do so. Not lo
·his surprise, Javan had to seek to carry out this responsibility himself.
He has been a self-published author sincel979. With this last work, A
Heart Full of Lo\'e, Javan hoped to express to his readers his exact feelings about the sport. He did just that. This book is wonderfully true to
life,..
.
.
When life gets hard on a -Bison, he/she can resort to the pages of this
book. These pages sing songs of a broken heart that cannot be mended.
With· poems such as ''We Not Only Learn From Our Mistakes," and
''From Time To Time," Javan looks at his broken hean in a new light.
Instead of crying over past loves, he smiles-for they are only the experiences that help one to grow.
.
While reading this book, I was forced to shed tears. This book may
force somewhat sentimental individuals-not unlike myself-to think
joyfully abou1 past loves and to hope on the morrow for love anew. The
book is full of delightful pieces, but one of the most heartwarming verses
is entitled ''Watching you Walk."
With words that dance off the palate, and into an outstanding memory,
how bn earth could Javan go wrong. Watching you walk out of my life/
Does not make me bitter/ Or cynical about love/\But rather makes me
realize/ That If I wanted so much/ To be with the wrong. person/ How

•

!JI 7fearl
2£1,1/of
Booe

beautiful it will be/ When the right person comes along.
This verse stands out from the others because the author ''turns the
tables'' on a situation of separating from a loved one. Would you react in
this fashion if this were to happen to you ? I, for one, would not.-Basically,
this book gives an individual something to think about.
If your love has left you, always remember, that you should want to
''possess eyes that know no sight, ears that know no sound, hands that
know no touch, than a heart that knows no love.''
Javan 's poetic brilliance reminds us that love is a number one essential
in life. Every past love is a learning experience, and every future love is a
growing experience. Javan 's messages to his lost love are no1 only magnificently put to paper in this book, but in three others: Footprints in the
Mind; Meet me Halfway; and Something to Someone, If at all interested,
you can reach Javan at P.O. Box 1828 Cumming, Ga. 30 130.
And Bison, always remember, as you travel on the roller co~f life,
no matter how much you drain it, there will always be something inside.
You just can•t empty A HEART FULL OF LOVE.

1

I

Book: A Heart Full
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of Love

Author: Javan
Cost: $4.95
Published by: Javan
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Happy Valentine's Day
Esti,

a night for you to remember,

Punch Out or on the yard I want to

"Some say that the age of chivalry

.,a1.,w,,.ay'"s"'an--.d.,fo;;.re;,.v.;.er.,._-...
-B...a-.by.__

approach you but it's really hard.

is past, that the spiril of romance is

Rice,

dead. The age of chivalry is never

I wish that we could be together

past so long as there is a wrong left

today, but our "situation" does not

unredressed on earth." All niggas
ain't the same. XOXO
--Dan

permit it. Oh well, maybe next

my,

then ... "MEOW! "

.,,--,,.E,;;rro.,.m;;,J;,,.,,--...,..---

Booger,
Pennentang me a la deso en su

Happy Valentine's Day!! Just

shusha ... know what I mean.
--Stay Mine 13 t 3
i'ara,

'ihsha Hailey,

There is a place in my Heart

reserved for1ou.

~-Until

-.-Elbert

'fa Tommy Wong,
Meet me in paradise with
chocolate, honey, black silk, and a
single red rose.
--Susie

wanted you to know that I think
that you're "all that. " Would you
by my "sneak-tip" Valentine? If so
get my number from Karen and
Wong
we'll talk.
--Music Man
1
lb Joe (Big Fellow)
Tony Ewell:
Your great thank you vef)'. much!!
You said you were curious. I'm
--Charesa
holding you to your promise. I just
Conozco que tu no hablas espanol. might return the favor. Happy
.. pero quise decir que mi
/ Valentine's Day. --S igned I hate it
when you say "ANYWAY"
• cu~leanos dra divertida!
1
i'o My Beautiful Line Sisters of
Button,
Chiechistic 37, Thanks for making It's been five months since I first
my birthday so special. I love you! talked to you on the phone.
--7 A 90
(Remember: Lunch) We've been
To the man whose eyebrows
through a lot but not enough. I
connect, I really appreciate you,
think you know how I rea1ly feel
and I hope I never take you for
about you and I know you feel the
granted.
--*7
same. Quit Fighting the Feeling!
Rarry, _
Happy Valentine's Dayt --Da
The suite ~y not have done it, but
~S;;;cu;::rv-.i:.,.;;O;.:n:;e;,...------the jeans sure did. Nevertheless,
Bnan Frankl1n,
I'm jlad I opened my eyes. --Sally Hey, I'm still thinki'ng about your
M. Anthoni
pajamas. Next time I'll try harder
I look forward to being a June
to keep you wafm so you don't
bride! Actu:a.Jly this is just to get a
catch cold. It's gonna be different?
RISE out of KGB.
Let's hope so. Happy Valentine's
To Ninth Wonder 0 j the World,
Day - and no, I won't.beep you.
From 1-EZ 89
Dear Audra H.,
Good luck against the triple play
Happy V-day from your favorite
~ou'll keel! the lizh1 aloft.
guest. Sorry I was forgetful that
Rappy Vafentine~ Day to Sydnye,
one time but I hope today makes
Tina, Melody, and Jamila of HPTup for it. --Mr. Lon~ Walk Home
1
SOSW.
Love, MAD DOG
Ib: Oakland-My Nubian Ponce,
Alihonder,
I know the past few weeks have
Happy Valentine's Day, Pookie.
- left you COLD, but now I'm ready
Remember, it's the 14th! See )'a
- to WARM you back up. Instead of
later for "Moments in Love." __ ,
picking up where we left off, Let's

Dionne
a y, .
h. . be
D
. o to circumstances, t is w1 11
our first Valentine's Day since we
met two years ago. There have
been many trials & tribulations.
bUt we've seen it all. And now. it's
time 1o come full circle. Meet·me
in' your lobby at 6:00pm. It wili be

make today a "NEW
BEGINNING." Happy Valentine's
Day. --Love. Phill y- Your
Nubian Princess AKA-JENNIFUS
.........
,.,....-,,.__________
1
i'o my Ebony Man ,
There are no words to thank you ,
for all you've given 10 me for the
past four months (technically). I'm
glad we didn't pass each other
over. Happy Valentine's Day.

SKI- 0,

1

I'm glad you have the flu, don't get
well soon.
1 1
10 40 LOve:
We must down the 40 of Old
English before playing!!! --The
Big Fellow
To the 400z. Gunner:
Lets get O.C. (out of control) on
the first game against the Da
Boaters.
--Little 40 Love
Bnan and Marcus,
I love you two nuts! --Peace,

Shahonk

11

10 Monique Sutton:

Here's to our !st Valentine's of
hopefully many mqre to come.
your Love & Support has meant
more to me than words can say.
Thanx 4 Being There! --All My
Love Christian
Mr. Boobala Brown,
Thank you for all the wondeiful
times. I love you we have been
blessed! --Ms. Munchie
A.G., Upstate New Yorker
Your smile is lighting up the
campus. --Downstate New Yorker
Weez1e,
Happy Valentine's Day, IWALY.
•
-- Damon
Amara ll,
Happy Binhday and Valentine's
Day. A-Sweet Finally!! --Renenet
Boo-Cherry,
We've loved for so long. the feel in"
is too strong to let go. With you I
could never go wrong. --Love,
Conie
IC,

I LOVE YOU!!!

--Son1eone from your home state
To: I'. Derenoncourt
A Valentine wish.for another time
or place where external things
aren't as imponant as the two
people involved inside the
relationship. --Signed, Never as
Straniers

--"E"

Anubis,
I'd like to get to know you
al though we haven't met. your
smooth ebony sk in just~won't let
me forget. When I see you in the

Sunda}r night, late. Your place or
mihe. Make sure you wear your
sexiest underwear! .... -- Panneron
the "Futon"

The NAl 1i.

Will I see you this weekend?!

--Petals on the COUCH

EKS-l,

A year ago today we stood on the

s1eps of Douglass and I convinced
you to buy me a rose. I know that
was against your nature aren't you
glad to got it?! Although that day
we were both doing things that we
now regret we forgave one
another. Thanks for sticking with
me. --1 Love You, LDF
bear Al-sha-8,
Yes! Yes! Yes! It is meant for you!
Al, how is your cold? I hope you
are feeling much better now. I've
been thinking about you . Have you
me? Lots of Jove on V-day. God-

Bless
Angie G.,
Your are so fine, so nice, so cute
and so considerate. Have an
excellent Valentine's Day.
--Guess Who
bear Lenora,
One can't find, many people around
with your sense of humor and
unique stimulating conversation
wishing you a rn spec ial
Valentine's Day. P.S. Do you read
this column ... Nah!
b ear Stephenie,
How I so enjoyed our walk and
conversat io11s that Fridily. You are
a very "interesting" Lady. Wish ing
you a very happy V-day. --Aurev1or
Dear Delores.
I used to dig you. Wha1-up?
Validated yet? SOIT)' about _. I
want a real dance the nex1 time.
When? Happy V-day.

-

Elroy Bernard,
Isn't it wonderful that some things
that fall apart can be picked up and

Take it to the cast, Take it to the

put back together again? HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY! --Love,

DaK -- Message Changer T. V.

WEST, Take it to the one that you
love the best! Happy Valentine's

Erica

HAPPY VALEN IINE'S DAY! to

need for honey roasted peanuts. I
hope you have a great Valentine's

Day. Peace Out Scout. --Your

HAPPY VALEN I INE'S DAY! to
Richardson. --Love, Erica
G.L. (AKA) Mr. Clean,
Where are you? I tried calling you.
It's OK for you not to call me but
not vice versa. Are you mad? I
miss you. Why do you think I've
found someone else? I've answered
this question before. Ever since we
left for vacation things haven't
been the same. Let's talk. Happy
Valentine's Day. --L.B.
Marlon + k1rsa,

friend Tracy
To the Baker Sisters,
-The ultimate BlackwomenFrom the "K"
My Sisters:
Hell yeah we broke it down!
-- A-Sweet NY's Finest.
1
Ib Charlie Brown:
I hope that our friendship
continues to grow because you are
VCI)' special to me. --Your Alpha
Sweetheart Friend
ib i'he Wander IV,
You have been the best big bro that
a sweethean could ask for!

You guys get the couple of the

Thanks, NY's Finest

my Mellows: Mikela Harris,

Yolanda Warren, Tiombe

year award. Keep up the good
work. Happy Valentine's Day.

Thanks for helping me make it
through. P.S.-1 didn't forget the bus
trip from Ames. -- The Great
Communicator
Scon,
If I don't get to tell you have a

! Done, Adnenne, Holly,+

11
0

Shannon, You girls are the
greatest because you live on the
greatest floor (3rd fr.) I'm glad you
all are cool-enough to associate '
yourselves with me. Happy Heart
D~y ! --Traccf
Mr. Raymon A.E.,
Happy Valentine's Day. My little
Scorpio/Chicago buddy. You are
the greatest and please_don't close
your ears on me. I hate talking to

Happy Valentine's Day. I hope you
learn on thing from being my
friend-you must have patience.
Can you dig it?-1 bet you can.
--Later, Your Glenwood friend
Shake & Bake "B",
Have a Happy Valentine's Day and
"Remember the Times We Share

myself. --T

Together." (I know GET OFF, right
~mile)) --Booky

BeJide,
I haven't seen your 4'11 bun since
we were back home. Why ar.e you
hiding? Anyway Happy
Valentine's Day. We missed our
Jan. movie/dinner. You better catch

havaughn,
I miss you baby-cherry. I'm gonna
make up for my non having time to
call or visit. Don't write me off yet.

Happy Valentine's Day-Keeper of
jeans &1 boots

me in Feb. not today though-I got
~ans

chief. --T. V.
haresa,
I'm really going to miss you. I
hope your Valentine's Day goes
swell. You & I will be friends
forever-and I'll never claim you as
my big sister because you're just as
insane as I am. -Tracy
Gina,

... •''·

lb All l'he Ladies....

The Brothers of E<l>PU wish you

Hitfl Valentine's Day.

all
MICH

'!

~

E

Its ALMOST BEEN 2 YEARS
FOR US. 1 LOVE YOU and I'LL
ALWAYS BE HERE FOR VDU
RON
Please see Valentiines, pg. B6
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- - EXCURSION"ex-cur-sion/ilt-s'ller-zhenin. 1. expedition 2. pleasure' trip' 3. ouiwaril m0vement or eycli of movemenf.

fove/a many sp[interetf tning,
for 'l(arfa

Turning me on/a faucet poem
(4htm)
askari

by Kevin Powell

i have this need to feel you
make love out of the sweat
· itchll1g our palms give
you to your mother so that she
can give birth to you create an
ocean where love sleeps peacefully
eat out of the same bed we flesh
orgasms scream where cobwebs
imprison courage cry where
your tears gripped iny shoulders wrap
my tongue around your waist and
lick the rhythms of your walk
talk until a beat hits me where
it hits me where it hits me
in the space
where my heart
used to be yOu know it's

crawled up my left leg
never came back down with the rest
of the best
still waiting for a time when
I will not love him
a place where his face does not hang on all four
•
walls boxing me in with the memories of pictures of
his chest defying distance, calling out
for my lips and flesh and bones
but

I
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didn't mean to fall into the

boitomless
crOoks of his arms, the infinity of his eyes
that say
our passion is so overwhelming
our love is so feverish
our merging so hot
we will both die afterwards if we don't hold
hands that don't know where he leaves off and
where I begin to
build marble monuments to our love
leaving the memories unburied in a marked grave deep
I wanted to remember the majority of one
forget the ecstasy even in our pain
of a love that was bom yesterday yet
stayed up all night
living from orgasm to orgasm to orgasm to orgasm
and then died for want of a single unique thing which
dreams do you follow and which do you leave behind
my back arching for his voice, it was too deep to get under
his body, an ocean washing over the sands of my pyramid in the desert
sun stalking panther hungrily eating my rhythm less
than love love but more than lust
can't have union without the trust
floatini on freedom
de1per ltill
I tried to crawl away from the delights of his tongue clearing a path lhl\'uch
the fiery forest of my soul now
did anyone bear all the trees falling

or was there really no noise but the
drip

drip

blank now dark black no
commercials open land
waiting to be folded and smoothed
out like the note i slipped you yesterday
that said you are me am you we are
do not be afraid i v.•ant to

help you help me love a
many splintered thing i felt
yes his tongue slit my heart
as it parted your mouth

•

and i wanted to die Yjah
rope myself with my naivete
drink reflection: share a walk on
lenox avenue with a friend who
gets high on pain two many times
we step on our eyelids and miss
the chance to l(i)ove the chance
to slide open a cloud with a kiss
·w hen will trust not be for sale a

gun between th~ thighs a middle
•

'

finger aimed at the hungry a wish
stuffed inside two.bodies crawling
on their tails scr~ping the bottom
of a dream

drip
of the honey bee
or not to be

that is the question as I
pause
continue
pause

'
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Nightly Meeting

m

by Katheryn L. Ectw.da

x
n
c:

•

I didn't mean to turn around to
face his fire desire

'

lb Queen JJY fi:

--Filty T

--,'!""'~""".'....,;·,

•

Whether it be my habits or my dire

my Sweeties: Charles Coward,
Dexter Myers, Raphael George.
--Love, Erica

EXCURSIONS

''.I

Ro e,
Thank you for puning up with me.

•

I

As
You
Forged
TM lines
Of our final
Ni{Jhtly meeting,
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Soon
Erased
TMmina
Tumult filled .
Moment of pleasure,
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• In ink
IetcMdout
TM line of escape
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•

and got up and went home.

'ieea("'f ...
by C ... S Bassarath
•

In the thoughts of night'~ grasp
I sink into a trance and listen
to your whispers,
your touch is chilling
I shiver at the warmth
I embrace.
and each moment I
crave to explore the
essence that entices my senses.
But ...
I cannot see your face
only knowing you are there! call tO you without
an answer and I
pray that you are real.

--

Time is an infinity when
we share, but time is
gone when I awake
and.dawn arrives.. Reality returns

until tonight.
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The School of Business Student Council
and Procter and Gamble Present

''STEPPING INTO
TOMORROW"

•

\
•

•
•

•

,
I

Which techniques
are companies
Implementing now
.
.
in preparation for the conditions of tomorrow?
What are the key skills you can begin to learn today
that will be value-added to potential employers'?
Find out which field is providing the competitive
advantage for companies on the leading edge,
and how it can do the same for you.

. '

•

•
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I
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'·
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DATE: 2/19/91

TIME: 5:00-7:00 p.m.

PLACE: School of Business Student Lounge

•
•
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FEBRUARY 14, 1992

ANNOUNCEMENTS
THE BROTHERS OF
ALPHA PHI ALPHA
FRATERNITY, INC.
BETA CHAPTER
PRESENT
"THE LAST
CHANCE TO DANCE
1992... "
FRIDAY, FE:& 14th
lOpm· UNTIL
atthe
CHAPTER III
1st & "I" streets S.E.
DAMAGE $5.00

IN

•

REMEMBERANCE
OF AXEX HALEY
and
IN THE HONOR OF
BLACK HISTORY
MONTH
THE BROTHERS OF
ALPHA PHI ALPHA
FRATERNITY, INC.
BETA CHAPTER
IN CONJUNCTION
WITH
DELTA SIGMA PI
BUSINESS
FRATERNITY
PRESENT
"THE ROOTS .
VIDEO SERIES"
IN THE SCHOOL
OF BUSINESS
AUDITORIUM
7PM·9PM
FEB 18th, 20th,
25th, 27th,
MAR 3rd &.5th.
All undergraduate
sorors enrolled this
semester at Howard •
University are re~sted to contact
Soror Angela M. Parks,
Graduate Advisor
(2440 16th Street,
N. W., Apt. 121,
Washington, D.C.
20009, Tel. 202-2650514. ) Please submit
name, address,
telephone number,
GPA, and classification.
One Drop Records and
Variety 514 Florida
Avenue, N.W. 3289522. Specializing
Reggae, Rockers, and
Classics
Come Hear Nation of
Islam L.ectures.
Sundays 2pm
Blackburn Auditorium.
Lectures By Min.
Farrakhan
Wednesdays 7p.m. Rm
1-41 Undergraduate
Library! Free!! ·
Brother's Only!! Men's
Training! Tuesdays
8pm-9:30pm Rm. L-41
U nderg:i:ad.
P.O.W.RR. Study
Groups Thursdays 7pm
Sch. of Social Work
Auditorium. ·
J.D.l.C.!
Current Events in
Black History Carnegie
Building 7:30pm
Fridays.
WHY HAVEN'T YOU
JOINED
TOASTMASTERS?.
Thursdays 6:00pm
UGL Lecture Room
Current Project 2000
Teachers Assistants
Please Stop By The
UGSA Office in
Blackburn Room 110,
Call 806-6918.
.,.,If.-.y;.;..ou..;.;.;ar'-e.;;..;a"'u'"'c""s'"'A,___

"•

THE HILLTOP

candidate in any school
or college please feel
free to stop by the
UGSA office in
Blackburn room 110 or
call 806-6918, 6919.
Articles, poems, short
stories, photographs,
and drawings are now
being accepted for the
1992 Omowe Journal.
Please bring
submissions to the
UGSA, Blackburn room
110. Call 806-6918,
6919. Deadline
Februakt 29 !!!

BALTI oREANs

Next Baltimore Club
meeting 1s Thursday
2/20, Douglas 1366:30Wm
Do ork
Productions AFA
Creations Invite You
to the Rap
Convention After
Party Jam
When:
Friday February 21,
1992
Where: The Club
House 13th and
Upshur St. N.W. (Near
Howard University)
From: 8pm-???
Damage $8 before 11
$10after 11First50
ladies get in Free Hip
Hop-House Rockers
SPRING BREAK
PRICE-BUSTER
VACATIONS!
JAMAICA, BAHAMAS
INCLUDING
AIRFARE, GREAT
HOTEL, AND MUCH
MORE FROM ONLY
$599. BUY FROM THE
#1 NAME YOU TRUST
FOR QUALITY
VACATIONS. FOUR
SEASONS 1-800-3313136
The H.U. Wisconsin
Club meets
Wednesdays 5pm in
Blackburn Room 150.
An African-American
typist has published a
book entitled Increase
Your Typing Speed
Tremendously which
teaches individuals
how to achieve greater
speed. Harvey L.
Swann of Baltimore,
the author, says that
typists who can type
more than 100 WPM
can increase their
salaries .. .The AfricanAmerican Tremendous
speed process
simplified. Copies are
on sale at the Howard
Universit \Book ore.
Scholarship dolla to
pay college expenses, '
for further information
Call Mr. Walker (301)
627-8169
Airline Ticket for Sale!!
'I1 C 1 b Oh'
ti o um us,
io
President's Day
WeekendFeb.14-17
202 332-2755
Black History and
Jesus SDA Fridays
Carnegie Building
7:30pm
Club1'l'ew Jersey Mtg.
Feb 12 , 1992
. Douglass Hall Rm. 128
7:OOpm

Philly Club Meeting,
Tuesday Feb. 11 5pm
Blackburn 142
Refreshments
Howard's
Episcopal/Anglican
Mission invites all to
Services @ the
Carnegie Buildings
Little Chapel every
Sunda~9am.

Beyon 'fhe New
Frontier
Robert
Early - President
Lavesta Flucker - Vice
President
Jacques Garibaldi Treasurer Shacunda
Walker - Secretary "A
Catalyst for Change"
Howard University
School of Business
Student Council
Groove Phi Groove
Presents: An African
American Film Festival
- February 18th -The
Mack; February 25th El Hajj Malik Shabazz.
At the Undergraduate
Library Sub Level One
Room 141 at 7pm
Golden Key Members!!
Meeting February 18,
1992 Rm 148/150
Blackburn
"SEEK AND YE
SHALL FIND ... "
The METROPOLITAN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
invites you to worship
with us on Sunday,
February 16, 1992.
_There will.be group
singing and dinner
after the morning
service. We believe the
service will be edifying
to you in your desire to
serve God.
METROPOLITAN
CHURCH OF CHRIST
6420 ADELPHI ROAD
HYATTSVILLE, MD.
(301) 292-3540
Transportation
available.
TEXAS CLUB
MEETING
18 Feb.
1992 @ 6:30pm
Blackburn Forum
Mandatory!!
The H.U. Illinois-•
Chicago Club will meet
Tuesday, February 18
in the Hilltop Lounge
(Blackburn Center-top
floor).
LOVIN' MUFFINS will
be available for
purchase from The
ALABAMA CLUB
today in Douglass Hall.
Stop by our table and
pick up a few for your
loved one.
The Brothers of Alpha
Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Incorporated Beta
Chapter Present "The
LAST CHANCE to
DANCE 1992... "
Friday, February 14,
10:00pm - until
Chapter III 1st & "I"
Street, S.E. Only $5.00.
.. and Bring your
Sweetheart too!
FOR RENT
NW Rooms in group
house convenient to
Howard U and
downtown. mod.
kitchen. FP, W/D 275-

375+ 202-462-5106.
Room for Rent-Close to
Campus-Females Only
$325/Month Call Marv
(301) 990-9577
NE--near Metro, lrg
room, women only,
$80/week. 202-8328155
One Room for Rent in
1bwnhouse N.W. D.C.
Quiet Area. Near Bus.
Non-smoker. Separate
Bath/Refrigerator, Call
Evenings/Weekends
202-726-.8186.
Furnished (no bed) Air
Conditioning Washer
and Dryer (Free) Brand
New (1) Bedroom Apt.
2 minutes from '
Howard University
$550.00/month plus
Electricity 301-9460213
CHEAP! FBI/U.S.
SEIZED
89MERCEDES .... $200
86VW....................... $50
87MERCEDES ..... $100
65 MUSTANG ......... $50
Choose from thousands
starting $25. FREE 24
Hour Recording
Reveals Details 801379-2929 Copyright
#DC12KJC.
APT.-FOR RENT-5min.
from Campus-CentralA.C. & Heat, W-W
Carpet-"CLEAN" NO
SECURITY DEPOSIT1Bdrm. $500. 00 + Key
Fee-Move in
immediately Details:
301-248-4938.
ROOMS: Recent
Renovation, Spacious
3Br duplex, walking
distance, WD, DW,
WW, CAC, Cable. $370
-$350 plus 1/3 utilities.
Ms. Drummond (301)
229-2485.
Room 4 Rent Harvard
& Georgia Area Mid
size, partially
remodeled w/d, mic,
includes all $265 Call
462-7456
Four rooms for rent in
large 11th St. house 5
minutes from campus!
One available
immediately, others
June 1st. $325.00 all
utilities included. Now
taking applications and
for R.A. with reduced
rent privilege. Also ·
renting garage $50.00
pm (301) 249-6964.
SERVICES
Quality VCR and
Stereo Equipment
Repair at affordable
rates. Call John (202)
882-5845.
Twin Bed For Sale
Mattress, Box Spring
and Frame For $65
OBO. Call Randell 8420631. Leave Message.
HELP WANTED
SHILOH nmtsT
CHURCH Math
Science Program.
Needs: Administrative
Assistant Hours:
2:00pm -6:00pm
Monday through

'I

Thursday Must Be:
Dependable, organized,
able to work w/children
$5.00/hr. Contact Mr.
Oakes 806-1509.

$40,000! READ BOOKS

and TV Scripts. Fill out
sim'.'le "like/don't like"
form. EASY! Fun,
relaxing at home, beach,
vacations. Guaranteed
paycheck. FREE 24
Hour Recording 801379-2925 Copyright
#DC12KEB.
FAST FUNDRAISING

P R 0 G R A M

Fraternities, sororities,
student, clubs. Earn up
to $1000 in one bonus
yourself. And a FREE
WATCH just for calling
1-800 -932-0528 Ext.
65.
SPRING BREAK '92,
EARN FREE TRIPS
AND CASH!! CAMPUS
REPS WANTED TO
PROMOTE THE #1
. SPRING BREAK
DESTINATION,
DAYTONA BEACH.
BEST ORGANIZED,
BEST PRICE ON
CAMPUS. CALL 1 800
563 8747.
EARN $2000 + FREE
SPRING BRE1\K
TRIPS! North
America's #1 Student
Tour Operator seeking
motivated students,
organizations,
fraternities and
sororities as campus
representatives
promoting Cancun,
Bahamas Daytona an d
Panama City! Call 1
(800) 724-1555!
"HOW TO MAKE
$500.00 A WEEK
TYPING AT HOME"
EARN MONEY typing
at home. Many people
needed. Amazing
recorded message
reveals details. 202-3101296 Ext. #102
Earn $1000 \veekly by
stuffing envelopes at
home. Guaranteed!
Send a self addressed
stamped envelope to:
FISCAL HOLDINGS,
P.O. Box 44635,
Washin~on, DC 20026

!! EX1'R S !! Extras

needed for Graduate
film February 17, 1992
at TRACKS. For more
information call
Jacqueline Gill (202)
488-4983 or Patricia
Jones (202) 537-0487.
Please leave a message
someone will contact

85

needs an Advertising
Associate,Earn $$$$$
25o/o commission!. call
S.Bassarath at 363'
0270.
NEED EXTRA CASH?
Earn thousands weekly
stuffing envelopes at
Home! Send a S.A.S.E.
to Efficient
Commissioning Home
Opportunities P.O. Box
214 Washington, D.C.
20059
PERSONALS
The Brothers of E<l>PU
want to thank you all
who attended our
Jammy Jam II.
Thanx

•

VOOCorrA

LOVE IT!
To All My Brothers of
E<l>PU.
Congratulations On
Our Going Over! Our
Party Was Live And I
Love All Of You!
Love, Peace +
Hairgrease
-Sub
Mariner
Special Thanks to N.J.
Howardites who
supported us at Club
88.

•

J.D.l.C.!!!
Happy Birthday
Randie from Pam,
ftrone, and Jacques.
appy 20th Birthday
to "MOST
RESPECTED SISTER
ON HIGH" -Mel Love
always, Erika
Dance ti! you can't ,
dance till you cant ,
dance no more He's on
the floor and he's raw.
Overnight Sensation is
the name of this guy
dont get too cool 'cause
you might get shot ..
Yo D-- you dont have to
dance all ni~ht this
year and ELMO is
still my boy!To Chris
and Karen
Good
Luck in Your
Campaign. We Are All
Supporting You. Good
Luck-Fam
Kand A
"Hang on to your
LOVE"
-SADEListen to the words
Really Listen
Me

"

TO THE CLOWN

KEEP UP WITH THE
TRIPLE 'PLAY!!!!
CLOWN II
IF I could I woUld , I
was INTERESTED
and I did!
from RED ONYX
To MY LITTLE SIS.
Renennett
~ou!
KEEP ON BEING
am $$$ in beer taste YOURSELF.
YOU"RE
comparison study.
SO BEAUTIFUL,
First 200 callers earn
THATS WHY YO URE
$5.00 initially for
MY LIL' SISTER !!!
answering brief
questions by phone
KIONGOZI
about drinking and
No
medical history. Must be To Cash:
matter how hard I
21 to 40 years old. Call
(202) 223-0403 or (202 ) make fun of you and
stuff I really appreciate
659-6347, T-F (2/18you and heres a thanks
2/21), 9am to 5pm.
for being there note for
WAN11ED: Talented
Ydll !!!
Artist-Photographer
--Ron
·interested in Business
Where's the beef?
venture call 319Rog keep an eye on
1699
Marv
The Barrister - The
Law School newspaper What up GUMBO ???

'
'

•
•

•

•
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My boy C. G. ..
Please don't forget 'DELLA this
Valentine's Day
Aoobi:
When I lose my way, your love
comes shining through . Your are
truly bea1iful inside and out. Mind,
body and soul. Every inch is
YOURS!!! ••J love you, Dinky P.S.
Rested? Its Round Four!!!
Jerome,
Happy Valentine's Day sweetie. I'm
not going to compete with chick
outside of the class for you. Either
me or nobody! -·Paranoid
~y <!Carest BUG.
Although we are an ocean apart.and
miles away, VIY feelings for yo1:1 will
never stray. f;·wish that I could fall
into your anns,from the stars above.
For you will al'ways be my joy, my
strength, my hbp;: and my love. -Forever your!.I Boo
To Karen,
·
Thank
you for helping .to lead me &
Howard to the ~e- --Love, Chris I
tfins Kiieil~OOd work on your
political quest you know we're right
behind you-after all -we are
FAMILY.
To Chocolate.
I've realized that true friends are hard
to come by. However, you are more
than a friend. you are my companion
and my confidant, and l wouldn't
change the way things are between
us for all the riches in the world. As
Gerald Levert said. ''YOU ARE
THAT SPECIAL KIND OF
GUY.'' Thank you for being there
when I needed you the most. Happy
Valentine's Day.
Stephanie,
Drop your guard and allow me to
explore your mind and body.
Signed, ExPQ
= se"'d'. _ __
Ivan, '
--The other night you proved you were
not just an arro&ant guy who works
all of the time. --One of your many
admirers - - - - - - - - Medina,
Are you with ii or no1! --Gotta Go
___
Gotta
Go

!

J

Tene,

'phone calls, I still think you're the
fl yesl man on campus. 1 know you'll
be goin' to the show homie, but don't
forget the most important person in
your life, she has needs too. Happy
Valentine's Day. --Love, Your Bun
Bun; - - - - - - - - - '
Happy
Valentine's Day! Love you
always. --ME
ElviS(M.W.).
Regresa a Memphis porque Stanford
es muy lejo de nuestra Graceland.
Tus letras. llamadas y casetes son
mucho,~ro. ..
--Precilla
Happy
entine's bay to my
Beautiful Sorors of Ardorous 37. I
love you{JA91
To COmn e,
Just taking lime out to tell you I love
you. Let's add some fuel tonight to
the flames of romance and eclipse
the woi;ld's hunger for love. Happy
Valentines my,love. --From
Always Busy, Mookie

~ Piti b.,

Last year we rolled out a PATH to
FIND our loves. Here's to midnights,
Georgia Ave., and lonely V-D.ays.
Shall we hit the road again? How
deepisdeep? --WaWa

Liz,
Come go with me, close the door,
and tum off the ligh1, and let me find
one hundred ways to celebrate my
love for you tonight.

To ANt:

Just a reminder that Howard is 1he
best schoolin the world and the only
palce for you to be! Happy
"Valentine's Day! --From D----

To Joe Howard,
Even though you probably won't see
this since you don't read the Hilltop

even though your favorite sister
whom you love so much and 1niss
desperately since she's away from
home writers for the paper. Happy
Valentine's Day! --Fram Ealena C.

To ille ladies, tile ladies,

We try 10 please, with great
memories, but from the start, we set
out to break a heart, and in the end
we will make it stop, for the JBs will

set out with another crop. --The JBs

Liz,

Is it good 10 you! What I don'I know
you can't teach me. --Love, Good

Your are everything to me and I'll
always Lov~e;..Y;..o::;u'-''------

Night

I,

I promise the next time I wake you
up it will be a little nicer. Thanks for
listening to my smack. Happy
Valentine's Day. --The chick with
the broken toe
Brother Graham
Do you remember the time? What.
N-E way meet me at Popeye's tonight
after Jeopardy. --Mariah Carey
NOT!
- ice,
My hour antics and your timely
moves makes for a good everything!
How about 2-night but with less
antics and more moves! Happy
Valentine's Day. --D-Love
Princess,
For all your kindness, your support,
your tolerence, your warmth, your
sensitivity, your beauty, and your
smile, I give you my heart, my soul,
my love, and me. --Snoopy
Nyya,
It doesn't take a holiday to show how
much I care for you. Anyways to be '
in the holiday spirit Happy
Valentine's Day! I Love You. -Duane
POdda,
Sometimes it's hard for me to see
how a guy who's so carefree, a silly
guy like me, could contribute to thee.
Sometimes it's hard for me to think
when I hear Podda (S.S.) that I can't
let Bros link that junk to me But
sometimes I know, and I try to let
you know how SHAI cares fo r you
so. P.S. U& I could be one after all.
The power of Jove could be so
strong. U & I could reach the top. U
& I could never stop. --Poo (S.S.)
w/ help from JoJo, K-Ci, DeVan1e.
Mr. Dalvin
To E/GOOd,
Even though you're not here I want
H.U. to know that I'm still in love
with you after almost one year, and I
always will be. Happy Valentine's
Da~. --G/Good

1

•

•

,

I rhyme quick. Happy Valentirie's
MY BIG TEDDY BEAR HEAD,
Day! I Jove your smile! Thanx for
Blink, Blink Happy Valentine's Day.
being a friend and continuing the
--Love, Island Princess
deed. --Tracy
iiie NiCOles, tne h!HS, K!dyit SCo[
Sticky Fingers,
C.l. Neal Chris, Tsyako, Anchu
Continue to make me proud of you.
. ' Da
Happy
You share my name not to mention
Valentines
··Loveiba, Alohaa
everything else. I don't mind as long
l'o
SI
", Jeii\ ,
as you'll be my Valentine! ··T to the "ALISON," LYNAE, OONYALE,
second power
KIESHAS, "TRACY R.,"
"Ric",
GENIFERS," Nildti, Tn:va,
1 tQld you I had a lot of love to give!
"BRANDI," Keya, "BILLI", Octavia,
Yoil told me you could handle it all!
Nona, Kym and my other "H.U.
Thanks for lhe wonderful ye.ars past,
WOMEN!!!"
I ~
and for the promise of those to come. LOVE YOU ALL!!! HAPPY
We're so Blessed we have
VALENTINE'S DAY!!! LETS
Valentine's day everyday of the year. CHILL!!! -Love, "Smooth
--Lovin You Mo Betta, Kev.
Operator" CRAIG
1
10 Will:
Hey DANIE!!!
I want to apologize for everything
YOU DIDNT LICK MY A-!!!
lhat I have put you through
MMMMM ...CAKEMIX P.S.
especially last week. Remember I
WHERE HAS YOUR HAND BEEN
will always be here for you and I
LATELY?
LOVE YOU with all my heart!
'
Happy Valentine's Day, Baby Love,
Interesting
weekend, huuh? Sorry
Bookie A.K.A. Trish
things didn't tum out as planned.
Class 501 -91 Fort sill,
Still, an)' time spent with you is
Glad you could make it. Christmas
special. Thanks for being
Break will never compare to this
understanding, patient, & diplomaticweekend. Many surprises in store,
But most of all, !hanks for being
hope you are prepared to find out...
then:. Happy Valentine's Day
--Victoria's Secret
Pookie! --R
Son of Sam,
DeJuan,
There are things I will remember
Be my Valentine; now, tommorrow,
about this past month: l . lhe clarity
and 4-evea, for I LOVE YOU so
of your lies, 2. the falseness in your
much. --Tibbes & Hobbes
goodbyes, 3. the theatrics of your
HapPy Valentine's Day to art my
cries. --With much love, Wally P.S. friends who were there for me on
If lhe next 5 months were the like the Saturday. Thanks. Happy V-Day to
first-Give me a seatbelt because·it's
the PALS, AMABASSADORS and
ioing to be a bumpy ride.
everyone else I know and love. -auly,
Love, Lawanda
t I
I wouldn't trade our friendship for
to cookie:
anything in the world. I know one
i love you! --from: your eldest
lhing, you better be areound for a
"rewrtini" son
long time, even past our H.U. years.
to"4fiy s• baby girl:
~k Valentine's Day!
--Tracy
altho\lgh i don't always say it, we
. ulletproof,
know it to be true. i love you more
I wanted to ask you to be my
than i could ever describe. all i do, i
Valentine, but I didn't know what
do it for you. all i want in the world
you'd say ... so what's the verdict? P.S. is to have you by my side as we
I'm glad he only took $20.00and not
chase rainbows and dreams on this
your life. --T
day of love, i want you to always
Butter,
remember that you arc my shining
star. "i'd rather Jive in your world,
Listen to me honey oh honey listen
than be without you in mine" -Gladys
please, if sexy were a virus then
Kni.s.t.!t --from :scared no lol'.!8er.
you'd have a disease! Happy .
Valentine's Day. --Let's be for real
To i1jC money managers - Jetft Brian
& John,
~ou know who I am
May each of you have a Valentine's
hannon,
Sometimes the very thing you're
Day filled with love...or at least a
looking for is saved for last. You're a decen1 level of like. (smile)
great friend, but then again so am I.
--Paula
Have a Happy Valentine's Day. ''loo Ugit", "tiiina i>olt,w "Pig
Tracy
Pen,"
We hung in there. Ain't no stoppin'
Ch ago,
-...
U&now. Wc'. vc only known each
HOTEP!?! I can't relate with,yod ~
1
Jane's addiction and you can'1 iwta.'
O!herfor a little while but it seems
like forever. Don't forget ... we're 2
with me on Ice Cube, but at least we
legit, 2 legit, 2 quit. --Love, "De
can agree on one thing-that we'll be
La"
friends forever. Thanks for being
there 4 me. Happy V-Day Rastaman. Prefi)I Brown Eyes,
--Tracy
Even though we haven't spent much
time together, you have become
To
Deuce Five:
Lastweekend was really chill. The cooley · special to me. Will you be my
high dancer with no music, spades,
Valentine?? --You know who
vodka, orang-pineapple juice.cookie
B&lb1e,
dough, toast a la sevare. ELI and
I love you forever. I'll leave you
makeup/glow-n-dark shirt, CHAGO
never. You're my sweetheart. -and soggy cornflakes, SEAN'S
Love, Mexico
mough from the sough, cool Duane
To Mommy,
who's out of 2 dollars due to upstairs
Without you there would be no me. I
dwelling, and Dallas who withheld
love you forever. ~·Your wonderful
the url. We did grow closer due to
daughter ,_Monifa
breaking it off proper. Happy
Happy VaJenffilC1s Day to the worldT
Valentine's Day Fellas. ·-From One
hardest working and channing
Deuce Five Sweethearts D.M., S.J.,
daddy: Heyward Wilson, Jr. From
N.T., S.W., and T.V.
the daughter who makes you work
Sean, my Iii n1g,
hard to pay Howard's tuition. I love
Please put up with me a little longer
ftou!
because as you always tell me "I
appy V81ent1ne1s bay fo the world's
have a reason for doing lhis" Have a
sexiest and most beautiful momma:
Happy Valentine's Oily! --The
Catherine B. Wilson From tht
faj un Girl Who Can't Cook
daughter who gave her the curves
o The Hilltop slall:
and the looks. Need"l sat._more?
Wishing all ofU a Happy Valentine's Happy Vaientine's biy SOrors of
Day!!! B-Sweel at least for a day!!!
ZETA PHI BETA SORORITY,
--Luv Lisa B.
INC. --Database 2-A-91
Harold:
I don't' know what I'd do'withoul you
You are the "NUMBER ONE MAN"
in my life. Thanks for being my best
in my life. And I will continue 10
friend. Happy Valentine's Day. -thank GOD for our fabulous
Shannon
relationship. HAPPY
VALENTINE'S DAY, HONEY!
'
Wake up or you're going to lose me.
LaTanya
Don't sleep on T.V. Happy
•Mf. Faulty;
Valentine's Day and I still love you
You won the game, but can I ask
regardless of the rearranging of our
why you wanted to? Even though
Frieqdship. ••T
I've decided to stop playing -I'm glad
Cher,
I came to respect you frrst. Never
Don't Give Up, you are appreciated.
stop playing in the snow. Peace. -·
--Au Admirer
"Miss Kind"
Tamara,
Cd-90:
Why must you nish out of
Be Mine! --Love, HOT STUFF
TOASTMASTERS so quickly every
P.S.-SMILE! HAPPY V-DAY!
Thursday-stay around and chat
To: Prtncess,
awhile. --A Potential Admirer
Its been a year of triumphs and
- ey,
ttoubles, but through ii all our love
143 Forever and Always. ··Henn
has stood fast ...Love U 2 Death
Another
For Robert Thompson:
-Of course you're on my Valentine's
List! ··Chambers
Remember Ocean City and Inner
Mon1fa,
Harbor. Remember Last semester
I once told you that if you treat me
and Registration, then Remember
right I will give the world. Well
this: I Luv U 4-Ever. -H;n?'
behold the world is yours. Happy
To My koorrue: MCliDie ii\a")..aron,
Va1entine's Day, with love Charvis
Oh! How sweet it isl Have a
Ch1ck#i &Z,
wonderful V-Day! I Luv U Both,
I don't know what I would do
--Lisa;...._ _ _ _ _~
without you. You have always been
there when I needed you the most.
Ill•• yau llCllked bow llme ftys? 1
No matter what happens I hope we
mr·n wltll 111. How 1oa1 bas It
will still be best friends. Don't ever
be.ea? A yOlf? A y•r ol leornln1
change .. .'but #1 pick up yqur damn
wl ~laa. Growtaa. Lol's or
feet, #2 chill with those cat stories!!
Yoo bllve mode all the
Happy Valentine's Day. ·.chick #3
llme .,.m 110ln:hl... wortbwblle. I

•o:t

~.
I'm not nervous, I'm anxious. Give
I've enjoyed the special moments we
me all . or give me death. --Think
have shared and I hope our
about me~lH,:;O
;:P
:.,..______
relationship continues to develop into
SabrinT"7aytes,
something strong and positive.
You are still on probation! Yet, you
Happy Valentine's Day. --signed
are still my top priority.
Thursda>"' - Roger ..,....,._ _
_
Ron,
Tamara o mes,
I hope you spend the holiday wisely!
I had no idea you were so heartless. I --Luv, Michelle!
~own,
will be the one wearing black today.
~targazer.
Hope
Happy Valen1ine's Day to my crazy
--Love, No H~
you're having fun in sunny Cali. I'm
best new friend. I don't know what I
Charlene alfOUT,- - - - - - glad we're gening along (with the
would've done 1his year without you.
Calm down! I'm waiting to go to
care). Sizzlin' fajita says "Hi! " -Thanks. --The Little Kid
Jamaica. --The interrupted
Love Always, Yourbrother
Ramon B.,
Paufu"'Wliite,
Cat,
You're LUNCHIN1 Don't you know
Good thing and good music are to
Thank you for being my friend and
a good woman when you see one?! I
come. -- Love, Marvin Gaye, _ _
for sharing your dishes and thoughts
guess not cause you have yet to ask
Sherrance ffenderson, with me. Happy Valentine's Day. -me to be your Valentine. Oh well. I
Sometimes you need 10 slow down
Tray
guess I'll be denting the top of the
and smell the roses. --Love, Your
10""'my liftte i)Osse,
care with somebody else. --Lil'
Failed V•Day Partner
If so may the wind be a caution be
Black P.S. Where's my money
like that of a Iwan mower, but
Muff. Te,
Here's to our first V-Day together.
remember lo kill the weeds. Happy
The time we have shared together is
What a way to celebrate our 9
Valentine's Day dorkaroos. One day
priceless to me, but I won't stop
months of happiness. Here's to
the sun will shine on us again. -partying your booty. Are you crying
tol!!~ht and 4-ever. --Love, Kin
Forever Message Changer
yet? Happy Valentine's Day. -Tam11ha,
..
Regina.
Signed, The Real Pooh
Happy Valentine's Day I was
Did you know that you're special?
Tyrone,
wondering if we could ddnate a
Did you know that you're the
Will you be my Valen1ine? Stick
organ or two and I have a thing about greatest? Well, I'll tell you-you are
with me through rain or shine love
butterflys also. --From your secret
and I love you for you. Be mellow
me always through and through . If
admirer from across the Tower Hall J always and don't change for soul.
you want what I ask of you. Mmmm,
To my fonner assistant and dearest 1 Happy Valentine's Day sweetie.
come up and meet me in room 892.
friend,-T.D.D.
Tracy
--Love, Pam
I hope life's been a little bit easier
Sonya Bird,
To Mon Petit Chien,
without the Hilltop to wony about.
Happy Valentine's Day and save the
You have captured me with your
Calculus I'm sure is going fme. It's
digits for a Blue-Cheese. Where are
smile. I hope I can give you as you
not the same without you by my side, the Blue Cheese?? Love ya like
have given me. Happy Valentine's
but I'll manage. Happy Valentine's
sistah. --12 o'clock Jivedsiver a.k.a.
Day. --Boo-Boo
Day to the Sister I never had. -Message Changer
Mt Winters,
Love, George
na@ie,
My ONLY valentine ... notjust today,
Dear Danielle M.,
I wish our little double date junk
but everyday. Happy Valentine's
Though we just met last week, I've
could've worked out. But you know
Day. (Thank you for tonight in case
heard much about you and would
me. I'm chillin like a villian. Happy
I'm too busy to tell you later.) -like to get 10 know you. Let's talk.
Valen1ine's Day squirrel. -Your Girl, Ms. Johnson
Happy Valentine's Day. --G.L.D.
Message Changer
ea,
Michelle,
L,IZ,
My sister in the name of love. Hope
There's no one in world who gives
Happy Valentine's Day nerd-a-roo
this Valentine's Day is better than the
sweel Jove like you do! Just,
you better dry that head cuz you
one last year. --Mimi P.S. I know
remember that I'll be giving you the
might catch a cold due to swimming.
best I got while I take you to land
You straight wit me kiddo. --Tracy , mine will be.
CnnerBug,
full of ecstas)!!
DC61 a.k.a. Sevare,
No matter where you go or what you
To Joe,
You're mixed up kid, but I love you
do ... I'll always be there. Happy
You are the best ll)ake receptionist I
still. Remember that all snow doesn't
Valentine's Da~ --Tweety Bird
have ever worked with (well, really
come in Jan. The wool of lamb can't
'l'he Chaunce- eyster, The'thauncethe only one)! Happy Valentine's
be combed. Get dreds said the lamb.
inator, The Chaunce-man: Hope our
Day. --From A Happy Hilltop Staff
Gan you dig it-I bet you can. -Valentine is as memorable as las1
Writer
Tracy
year. --From. your Perverted Friend
To Soy-'bCan RichantS,
Jay,
For future reference...Happy
Thanks for the help on Sunday. Your P.S. Can we ~o it on the couch
Birthday! --From Buckwheat
bike is slammin! !! Let's get together
~?
To DerCk J.
this weekend.
Happy Valentine's Day! Just in case
Unforgettable
your bun doesn't come through. -Lady,
From A friend of a friend
I am facinated by your fabulous
To My Fellow Aquanan,
qualities, and I know that you are
It was in the stars for us to be
mtly amazed with my extraodinary
Paul,
0
together. Or maybe its just because I
personality; will you by my
Please don't excite me again like you
think you have a dope body! Happy
valentine? --SBM
did awhile ago. Next time I'll do
;;;
B;irth;;;:da:it,;B
:,:a;:b"y...,;,··,;:Lo;:.v:,:e;:,,,:;
Le;:na:::.,__ ll Poof1e:
without the chocolate cake unless
To My knight in Shmmg Ariiiour,
This last year has been the best.
you put on some icing and candles.
How do I love thee? Let me count
Thanks for being there through the
Then I'll just have to get a taste.
the ways, 1,2,3,4,5,6 ...Thanks for
ups and the downs. Most of all,
Happy ·Vaientine's Day sweetie. -sharing your every thought and every thanks for being strong when I
Shaaaa
,
waking moment with me for the past
couldn't. You mean the world to me.
IS a,
nine months (well sort of). Despite
Happy Y-Day! P.S. Let's light some
Sometimes I rhyme slow sometimes
all the flirting, fussing and friendly
candles: --Love Always, T.H.

Nikkl,

'

' know who
To my coalition, and you
are: Peace, happiness, and success in
all your endeavors. I love you all
much. --Chanda
Wendy,
Happy V-Day and B-Day. Here's to a
start. Hope it lasts. Tonight, we got
the jazz... --Lone Ranger
Joe i'ates,
Yes You! You seem very sweet. Will
you be my Valentine's treat? -Signed 3rd Floor Slowe Bunny
A.K.A Meridian Wanderer
Mansha,
Hope you were suprised. Happy Bday. Hope today is ftlled with many
more surprises. Happy Valentine's
Day. --Ms. Mathews

X/x

one

one

f.:$nccss,

..W

lo•• Y'*! HAPPY VALENTINE'S

"'D=------I
)

DAY! -Plbw Ofeg.

Happy 21St Birthday, Happy
Valentines Day, and Suprise I! This is
your second prize. Like it?
Slim

-·

i'o All Br&. AJpfii MU Xli&
Frslemity, Inc. Have a happy V-Day.
Sec ya tonite. -Love, Felicia,
Andrea, Carla, Angie, Kim, A-Sweet

SutfllilOD,
Will UB my Valentine1 Is this
aggresive enough? Smile -Your
Admirer
Spnng 92 A(pha Sweemeart COW( .
Happy V-Day my Nubian Sist<rs!
Don't be strangen! ·-Love, Angie ·
"A-Sweet" P.S. What's up 1WIN?
P.S.P.S. "You on ~int?
Mi. M1stenOS3 (~ -91):
Alias "The Kiiig" (smile). What's up
dude? Will UB my Valentine? Don't
niglecl me (smile). -love, #2

J06ri arid Dafuus {A-Pfu.A): Rappf
··Your little sisters, Angie

V·Day!
&Kim

SP-92 A-Sweet couiit

It ~as long, but it was great Keep in
touch! ·-Love, Kim A.Sweet
Z-B-91: (don't spetl out)
HAPPY V-DAY PRIMETIME!!!
BIG BROTHER OONT KNOW
HOWTOCALLME!!! --LUY YA,
Dk-n-L

-

13-B-90!
HAPPY V-DA Y, Jethro!!! Be mine?
--Luv Ya, Little Sis'
,
•
age,
Happy Valentine's Day! See ya later
and do not forget the Guiness.
--The One With the Weaponry
.•~...
· __ 1
Brown,
··
Thanks for everything,..Hopefully,
the mold is about to start drying.
-·White
taShawn, kinya, Moni, thlrlene,
Sheryl:
Valen1ine's Day. -Mopey

•

I

H[{B

flip, Flip, Mip your are a fri p,_Trip,
Trip Yet, Loved! -Ann
To:t. From L.A .•
Time to make tb:c:..4PJt»Jt.!,J I wish V
Joy, h,PPii\ess, lliil'~worlii of love,
FrQtD my heart. tu youn! The world
may be your oyster, I jus' wanna be
xma: pearl! Happy Valentine's Day.!,
-From: Happy Face! (A.K.A. One
Never Knows, Does One?)

seth,

--

Okay let's see ..how do I say this... it's
very hard. Well let me just spit it out
Happy Valentine's Day! You're
trapeez artist. Please don't be dumb
and .[!lOVe lhe net cause I'm· not that
yet. -·Tracy•

If

. What do you call a man with no anns
or legs trying to climb some stairs?
Patience ... HaHaHa you're lhe
greatest! ! Happy v.oay. -·T.V.

Traeee,

1

I like the way you spell your name
even though it's not lhe same. Happy

Valentine's Day and we've got to do
lunch in Georgetown.
--Tracy
Terrence,
Roses are Red, Violent are Blue I
couldn't find a better cousin than
you. Happy Valentine's Day.

-Ts:
8- .

I didn't want you to feel left out since
I wrote something to i'(l()(je. Happy
V-Day and I hope that you find the

special person that you've been
looking for.. Maybe you have
aln:ady found her(?). But again with
rou -- that's a bi~ maybe . .••,-T.H.
Tweety, ,
.
Even lhough you're in charge this
weekend, you better not make me
YERK you. I am the biggest and the
strongest. Love U miss-U need U·
want U. -Tesa

."
"'PP! Y•kntlnc'a Day!! It's my

Dime I pve ap O.K.? U wenl Bot,
just l lel Uno ygtl! U is ill! 1'1lls
ls my Iast ...i.avor. l sbow U my
friend, l leamed l never be

oslwned or my feeliop, u -Id
try IL Stop worryinc · - wl!al
everyooe die lhialla,'"' Ir U feel U
don't 1111•• money. WI.. - .
...,.r1saot111eo11)ed.~

Wbell u.... tnlly JUIU'lllf, u..
be very plt1••L Like I llWl)laf,
follow yaur ~e·rt, IUl'1 wlwl I ...

U U don't y:~~l ae"' NO!
,THATS WITH ANYTHING!!!
Happy B-late-id 11-0.y!! -IA• .
Ya, Lucy
'

I

I·
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